Seminar Today
Dr. Army Ibrahim, assistant
professor of sociology, will N.
the guest speaker at today’s
meeting of the Seminar on VI011.,11.1’,
which is being presented by the Experimental
College in Cafeteria A and B
at 12:30 p.m.
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Faculty Groups Slow
In Supporting Strike
Called by VS’ AFT

To Orient Students
On Strike Issues

0
e

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Associated Press
San
SAN FRANCISCO The
Francisco Bay Arca was free of
campus violence for virtually the
first time in six weeks yesterday,
but it took an estimated 400 police
at College of San Mateo to insure tranquilit y.
Searchers
SAN JEAN. P. R.
found the wreckage of a twin-engine Air Force plane yesterday
and located the txxlies of six of
the eight crewmen missing since
Saturday.
hospital workOAKI.AND A
er’s st rike curt a i le non-emergency service yesterday at 25
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals and
clinics in Northern California.
WASHINGTON The Supreme
Court has declined to reveiw the
California court restrictions on
publicity surrounding the trial of
Sirhan B. Sieben, the accused
assassin of Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.

Beeson Lectures
On Strike Today
"Public Employees and the
Strike" vvill be the topic of an address by Albert C. Beeson, chief
of Industrial Relations for the
State of California, today at 1:30
in HF.1.
Beeson is a former member of
the National Labor Relations
Board and is presently a management consultant in San Francisco.
Beeson’s talk is sponsored by the
Professional Development Committee nf the SJS School of Business.

These ways might include picketing, or as a "runner," (carrying
materials, etc.), Spratt said.
The departmental meetings are
going on this week. Each department will have some member of
the AFT as a "liaison" to students
in his department.
He will relate to students "who
want to know what’s happening,
whom they can see, or what they
can do to help," Spratt said.
’NEW COLLEGE
The New College ifet last night
and, among others, the Speech
Department is meeting Thursday
at 12:30 in SD222.
According to Earl Hansen,
speech major and student ombudsman, the latter meeting vvill deal
with the "plan of action for students in the Speech Department
regarding the posl.bility of a
strike here."
The wording on the strike Petition, which began cirulating yesterday, reads:
"We, the undersigned students,
declare our support for the strike
being waged by the American Federation of Teachers (Local 13621,
San Jose State College. This
Pledge of support means that we
will honor and, if passible, join
the picket line and that we will
urge other students and faculty to
do likewise."

By ISABEL HURON
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
Support for the SJS American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) proposed strike on Jan.
6 is slow its coming fro’s’ laculty organizations.
Contrary to AFT President
Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford’s optimistic statement that the
strike would receive a good deal
of faculty group support, such
support is not yet evident.
Dr. James Stevenson, president
of the California State Employee’s

by Wayne Nicholls
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS se+ up an Informational picket line to explain the issues to interested students and
faculty. The proposed strike set for Jan. 6 will take place if the
Board of Trustees fails to sit down and negotiate strike demands
with the San Francisco State AFT. Although the strike has been
described as a sympathy strike, the SJS AFT has its own demands
which it expects to be fulfilled.

ASB Presidential Aide

Watts To Speak
On ’Two Worlds’
Tomorrow at 9:15

Scholar-in-residence Alan Watts,
who is recovering from the flu,
will deliver an evening lecture tomorrow at 9:15 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
This is Dr. Watts’ last week on
campus. He is scheduled for a
"Problems of Identity Seminar" in
Allen Hall Lounge tomorrow at
10:30 a.m. and also a lecture in
"Basic Oriental Philosophy" at
1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Dr. Watts will also speak Thurs.
lay at 1:30 p.m. at a "Pmblems of
Identity Seminar" in the Allen
to students," Fitzgerald said.
Hall Lounge. All the lectures are
Since Fitzgerald has worked
open to everyone.
svith three different ASB presidents and their administrations
before Miner’s administration, he
is perhaps an excellent source for
evaluating the programs and accomplishments of Miner’s forces.
"Miner’s administration is probably the most dynamic one with
which I’ve been associated," Fitzgerald said. "Dick’s changes are
really a change in philosophy of
the student role and student life
on campus."
Fitzgerald admits that there
have been and still are internal
problems within the ASB. He attributes this to the fact that "we
have never had so many extremely
competent leaders in one place."
There is a lot of competition
over in the College Union, according to Fitzgerald. Many officers
have been talking about Miner’s
possible successor since October.

Get the Data That’s His Bag
This is the first
EDITOR’S NOTE
of two articles dealing with ths activities of Tim Fitzgerald, assistant
to ASII Pres. Dick Miner. This part
deals with Fitzgerald’s work on the
constitution revisions. Tomorrow’s article discusses Fitzgerald’s evaluation
of Miner’s administration and its
inner workings.
By SUSY LYDLE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Someone grabbed a handful of
darts and hurled them toward a
picture of Gov. Ronald Reagan.
whose nose is worth 100 points.
It was near midnight, but the
upstairs of the College Union
was jammed with ASB officers
and assistants.
ASB Pres. Dick Miner sat in his
swivel chair, answering phone calls
from Pres. Robert Clark, Dr. William Dusel, executive vice president, and Dr. Hobert Burns, academic vice president.
Students for a Democratic Society had called for a strike earlier
ln the day, and the possibility of
class disruptions and violence were
immi nen t .
QUICK DECISIONS
One Miner assistant, with black.
rimmed glasses 2and a neatly
groomed moustache, dashed in and
out of the president’s office providing him with the information he
needed for quick decisions,
Tim Fitzgerald, who still reveals the traces of an Irish Boston

Cultural Group Meets Today
Student, faculty and community
leaders will head an all campus
seminar today at 1:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium to discuss
the problems and progress FIRSOciated with the planned Inter-CulSJS.
tural Center
ASB Pres. Dick Miner, and Vice
Pres. Bill Langan will head the
discussion. Other guest speakers
include Kambiz Gootan, chairrnan
of the Inter-Cultural Steering
Committee, Conrad Brovski, associate professor of foreign languages and Student Ombudsman
Earl Hansen, who is (:n strike.
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AFT Taking Steps
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Today’s clear skies will he
eroded by Increasing cloods
this evening with a few showers likely by tomorrow after1111111It 3,000
noon. Snow
feet. High today at SJS 57.
Bain probability, 60 per cent
tomorrow.
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By KENYON JORDAN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
les to he a teachers’ strike,
but they’re not forgetting students.
The American Federation of
Teachers I AFT) is taking steps
this sseek to make certain that
if its members go out on strike
Jan. 6, students will at least
know why.
And students wishing to aid the
union’s efforts are being given
roles to play in their departments.
The chief steps include:
--An informational meeting tomorrow in Morris Dailey Auditorium, open to all students, front
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
A petition for students to sign,
declaring support of the strike.
--Departmental meetings to inform and/or organize persons in
separate departments.
PLEDGE CARDS
According to Fred Spratt. AFT
ViCe president, pledge cards will
be given to students pledging support of the walkout.
The cards will aid the local
in determining "specific ways of
helping" the striking teachers.

Today’s Weather

The proposed center would become an all -college meeting place
for students and faculty to exchange cultural ideas and discuss
mutual Problems.
Numerous students and community leaders have been working on
the proposal for about Iwo years,
and if space can be allotted for the
project, it may become a reality
by the end of the spring semester,
according to Gootan.
Miner and Langan have appealed
for wide support of the plan, calling it "one’ of the most over-looked
needs at SJS."

accent, always seems to have the
information and data on hand for
Miner.
FACT-FINDER
Fitzgerald, a senior economics
major, devotes most of his time
as a "fact-finder" for Miner, ASB
Vice Pres. Bill Langan and Treasurer Dave Aikman.
"During the strike crisis, I acted
as a sounding board," Fitzgerald
said. "My job in any time of crisis
is to act as an information coordinator. I listen to individuals
about their problems and see what
solution there is and who can best
handle it (the Judiciary, council,
etc)."
The proposed constitution revisions, which Student Council is
now discussing, ha.s occupied most
of Fitzgerald’s time this semester.
Work on the constitution revisions began in September of 1966,
under Jerry Spotter’s administration, according to Fitzgerald. He’s
been researching and working on
it since then.
"The revisions deal with two
aspects of strident government,"
Fitzgerald explained. "The redsion.s concerning judicial pmcedure
are worth the whole constitution,
as far as students rights."
The revisions provide a broader
philosophy of the operation of the
judicial system, according to Fitzgerald. "It cuts down on the regulations governing students. activities, and activities of organizations," Fitzgerald explained.
STREAMLINING
The second part deals with
streamlining the executive branch
of student government.
"The president has so numy people under him whom he is responsible, that it is difficult to
know what is happening all the
time," Fitzgerald said. "The IT visions eliminate a lot of bureaucracy and reorganize the ma.cidive
structure, so the president Call be
on top of the major issues."
The reFtructuring comes into the
whole philosophy of strident government - it must be organized
emnigh to be able to handle
broad issues which are rektvwit

cwvtm-

r:

Association (CSEM, firmly denied
suppoi t from the CSEA explaining
that the organization has clearly
maintained a "no-strike" pledge in
its Constitution for the past 10
years.
"The strike," said Dr. Stevenson, "is not a proper instrument
in settling a dispute. We are people in the business of education.
"It is a professional principle
which is involved," he continued,
and we have a responsibility over
and above what other people
have."
Although a supporting letter
from the Association of california
State College Professors (ACSCP1
was read at the Friday strike
meeting, Dr. Marvin Lee, president
of ACSCP was not available for
conunent
UN-AVAILABLE
Dr. Lawrence Pugno, president
of the California Teachers Association (CTA) and Dr. Laurence
Lee, president of the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) were also unavailable for
comment at press time yesterday.
According to Gordon Greb, associate professor of journalism and
a member of the AFT Executive
Council, it is too early to say how
much support the strike has.
"We don’t expect too much in
the first hours of the strike," he
said.
Professor Greb stressed that
"many people were on the fence"
as to the aims of the stiike and
until sufficient literature was out
explaining the AFT’ demands and
purposes, many people, both fac-

ACSCP Meeting
The Association ol (*aid State
College Professors (ACSCP) is
holding a general membership
meeting this afternoon from 12 to
1:30 in A133.

TWO BOOTHS
One of the booths on campus
will have literature for students,
explaining what they can do. The
second booth will be for faculty
members interested in the AFT
rationale for the strike.
A petition will also be circulated
to students asking for strike support.
The main problem now is communicatille, accord;ng to Prof.
Greb, and the AFT is using all
possible means to present the
students and faculty with the issues.
An AFT informational meeting
is scheduled for 11:30 tomorrow
morning in Morris Dailey Auditorium for students and faculty
to hear the issues.
Asked if the Boar? of Trustees
latest move to enter into discussion with the Arr at San Francisco State was encouraging, Prof.
Greb explained that the Board’s
action at this point shosved a "willingness to talk though it was not
yet an agreement to negotiate."

ASB Leaders
To Discuss
wwctc-tctvc-trctvzPvwwctvvvzQ ’Credibility’

’And I Want A . . .

Black Movement
’Jim Crow’ Films
In Dailey Today
Two films. "Vhere is Jim Crow"
and "Civil Rights Movement:
North" will be shown today at 3
p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium
as part of the film series, "Racism:
Death of a Nation."
The film. "Whete is Jim Crow"
is a conversation with Peter
Brooks, who discusses the Blacks’
position in Hollywood. He discusses its lack of involvement. his
own involvement in the Civil
Rights movement and the discrimination he has encountered.
The second film, "Civil Rights
Movement: North" concerns newsreel scenes on the involvement of
Blacks into a White area in Chicago.

ulty and students, would remain
so.
For this purpose the AFT has
set up informational picketing
booths on Seventh Street which
will be open through Friday.

Ph,to by B II Vivic
AND IF YOU’RE a good little boy Santa will add an extra special
treat in your Christmas stocking on Dec. 25. Besides a shoo-choo
train, stuffed hippopotamus and a toy airplane, Santa will tuck
a copy of today’s 1968 Spartan Daily Christmas Edition, edited
by Carol Grinager, feature editor. It’s fell of exciting features,
including the "true" story of the revolt of the Elves against unmet
demands.

"A credibility gap" in ASB
government has caused Bill Langan. ASB vice president, to call a
special executive council meeting
for 10 tonight at the College
Union.
Executive council sessions are
called only when the ASH president or four members of the council request such a meeting to discuss important business or serious
problems in student government
According to Langan, SJS’ top
student officials will discuss the
recent "abridgment and censorship of executive officers by ASB
President Dick Miner."
Also on the agenda, according to
Langan, will be discussion of an
attempt by the chief ASB offices.
to "repeal an act which established a much needed Publications
Advisory Board."
Langan also said the duties anel
responsibilities of Jim Brewer,
ASB public relations and information officer, will be discussed.
Langan noted that Brewer gave
him "little assistance during the
recent strike turmoil at SJS."
Relenting to a "credibility gap"
in ASB. Langan pointed to a recent message to executive officers
from Miner.
The message told top ASB officials that before they released information to the news media regarding official ASH polieies, they
were to contact. the public relations officer to insure appropriateness and consistency with i AS131
publ icily regulat ions.
Langan also pointed to the
president’s recent attempt to repeal the Publications Advisory
Board as "creating a further
credibility gap in ASB."
Langan noted that when Miner
was a student emincil member several years ago, "he co-authored a
bill which sought to limit the ASB
president’s control of the Spartan
Daily."
Langan said "Miner now seeks
to find this Board unconstituit ional."
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ASB President Dick Miner (SJS’ version of L)tulon Baines Johnson) has already been advised to take measures
toward insuring that his hand-picked successor will win election next Spring.
The steps Miner has taken are about as
obvious as sky-writing, though total credit
for such farsightedness should not rest
entirely on Miner’s shoulders.
It is common knowledge that Miner
possesses neither the initiative nor the
imagination required to think beyond the
moment, and that it has been at the persistant urging of one or more of the pot
heads and/or pill poppers who advise him
that be concerns himself with a successor.

Editorial

AFT Strike Issue
If the .1ancrican Federation of
Teachers ( AFT) has its wit). this campus mill come to a grinding halt come
January 6.
That is the date that AFT has set
for a -hike if a long list of demands
are. not wet or at least discussed in
"good faith with the Board of Tnts.
tees
Should %FT receive strike sanction
f
the Santa Clara County Labor
Council. then there is a good likelyhimil that all other unions which sene
some functions on this campus will
honor the picket line.
d what is it all for?
I -iNg as a source their full page adNertisentent in yesterday’s Daily, we
notice that FT asks complete faculty
itioheitient in the operation of this
campus. they want unlimited enrollment of minority- students. and complete control by students of students’
funds.
e were surprised to note that not
one mention was made of the San
Francisco State matter and no statement of support was given. Yet in
fliers -ent to the press. AF1’ makes

the point that state college chapters
are going on strike to support AFT at
SFS.
And we mustn’t forget the prime
aim of the strike. AFT wants a nine
unit teaching load next semester, and
is determined to get it no matter what.
This. not their other demands. is the
basis for the strike.
are gratified to learn that AFT
is not yet receixing murli support front
students 411* faculty in its strike drive.
No one likes to be used, and that is
exactly what AFT is doing with stn.
dents and faculty alike.
We agree with a recent statetnent
by the SJS chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) which said. in part, "The
faculty has the responsibility to the
public at large to ensure that the
educational process is not disrupted
by the. actions of a portion of the
state college faculty in pushing for
a system -wide reduction of teaching
load."
AFT must understand that there is
a close relationship between academic
responsibility and academic freedom.

Campus Closeups
By DOANE YAWGER
NIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Earlier this semester. 12 SDS members
on the Itlissoula, Montana campus of 7,183
students confronted the
ersity president oyer CIA recruiters in the placement
center.
The president said "There is no limitation on the agency, business or individual
to c hect interyiews so long as they are
legitimate." Ile added that the school
doe.(11 take a position on their iturits,
but leaees that up to the student-. Students can’t administer the university because they lack experience, the UM president explained.
BLACKOUT, BOMB
In \member, the campus experienced a
bomb threat and a power blackout on the
same day, according to the Montana
Kenneth.
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CLOSED MOUTH

WI.

The University Theater and the dratna
macuated for one afternoon when a phone call hinted a bomb
was in the building. The female caller was
lying, since campus security after searching
couldn’t find any explosives.
During the same day. all lights anti
power %%e.t.a out for a half hour when a
transformer shorted and caught fire, shooting sparks 15 feet in the air.
department was

BONI) SPEAKS
Julian B I. Georgia Black legislator,
spoke on the NI campus before the presidential election. saying there can be no
peace in this country until these is justice
for the Black man.
Bond said equality will come some (lay,
and that NI hitt. people are responsible for
Black problems and it is up to the Whites
to solve them. Bond lashed into the Vietnam war effort, saying that money for the
war should go to anti -poverty efforts.
The 1.JM faculty planned to ban secret
research projects to stay free of governmental influence. Research results nmst be
openly arrived at and publishable in order
for contracts to be awarded.
DORM RULE
A big issue on the Montana campus is
over wonien and the dormitories. A campus rule says w
.11 hate to live in the
dorms until they turn 21.
Now the coeds can leave during the
quarter they become of legal age. Over
1,000 students petitioned the president
over institutional equality, lock-out and
sign-out policies.
The dean of students said the university
system could go into debt if too many students moved off campus!
CHEAP WAGES
The IRS wants to tax the gratTs money
for teaching assistant work, and he considers his "income- a student benefit. The
"kits" consider teaching assistance monies
"cheap wages for a teacher."’
A quorum count for the Stude.nt Senate
was 15 short so the business meeting was
adjourned, the second time this semester.
Judges, who have never "heard" a case,
will he atilt to take a two to four flay
course at the U of Nevada if the federally
financed program is accepted.
A student senate investigation has been
launched to find out if all the ditting
commons employees liaYe the legally required health cards. Investigators allege
some of the workers either don’t have one
or it hap expired.

"Inasmuch as we’ll be using the same staff, Spiro, your office is located
directly below mine!"

Guest Room

Sad State of Affairs
(EDITOR’S NOTE: When the ABC Television Network carried an anti -teacher’s union editorial on
Sept. 9, Gordon Greb, associate professor of journalism at San Jose State, asked for the right to
reply. Here is a copy of his script, "Dollars and
Sense in American Education.")

By GORDON GREB
Associate Professor of Journalism
Americans spend ..... re money each year
on cigarettes, or liquor. or entertainment
than they spend to educate their OW11 children. This is a sad state of affairs and we
have known al t it for a long time. But
is anyone doing anything about it exeept
to utter a quiet "Aly,
or "Ilo. Hum"
between commercials when they hear such
reports on their Tv?
II is not enough, as one commentator
has put it, to say that teachers lime had
their due when newscasters occasionally
report such facts to the people. The problems laying our schools, f
kindergarten
to graduate PI.
ar. are real. They are
here. and must be soked, not simply talked
about.
This is the reason teachers all over
America are making themselves work outside the classroom in organizations which
can exert more influence them the PTAs.
Teachers are joining unions in order to
say to the public. "1 ou make us responsible for the future of your nation by giving its your children, but you are not supporting us
either with time or money
enough
to fulfill that resi ..... sibility."
’A’110 GETS 111.A MEI)?
IF Johnny can’t read, who gets blamed?
The tearher! If Johnny rebels, who gets
blamed? The teacher! In other words, if
education fails -- in grammar school, high
school. college or
ersity - - people immediately jump to the condos’
that a
teacher
.where
did a poor job.
Sometimes it may he the fault of a
teacher. But more times than not, it was
that a school board, or a group of trustees.
or the tax-paying parent himself failed to
recognize the real needs of the schools and
failed to support them. It is not enough
to spend money for 111W buildings, new
equii nt, new facilities. It is the teacher
in the classr
who. in the long run. is
going to inspire, lead. encourage, and
create in each ehild the spark of learning;
who will (lay in and day out bring out the
best of our children and prepare them to
lead creative. wholesome lives.
Too mans parents are glad to get rill
of their children hy turning them over to
the schools because active, growing chill.
dren simply take tots much time, require
too much attention. ask too many (piesti )))) s around the house. But what kind
of help are WV gh 111/1 1111‘ teachers? Anil
where are good te.aeliers coining from?
SO-CALLED MILITANTS
If there is a so.called militancy among
many teachers hula). if they are joining
unions, if they ure willing to strike to get
better conditions for themselves and their
school children, it’s because too many

other responsible people have not done
their jobs. These others expect something
for nothing! They pa) a doctor what Ile
asks. They pay a lawyer what he asks. But
the professional teacher is supposed to like
anything lie gets.
REAL NEEDS
Well, teachers in 11111011P are trying to
get attent’
paid to real needs before
it’s too late. When teachers reach the point
that they have to strike., it’s time we asked
ourselves: What are they striking about?
In a word, they are saying: ’rite present
inadequately supported educational system is creating sec I-class citizens of both
teachers and their pupils.
The t.
to reexamine our priorities is
now. before cut-rate budgets give up what
we don’t want, a second-rate America with
see I-rate people. ignorant, inept, impmerished in knowledge and spirit. That
will mean defeat. Anil all the. defense budgets ... and all the defense men ... won’t
be able to put America together again!

In truth there isn’t really anything
wrong with "grooming" one’s successor for
the highest office ita ASB government.
Usually such manetnerings are subtle and
gentle and create about as much of a stir
as a closed mouth kiss.
Miner’s method certainly can’t be over.
looked though as a mere buss on the chops
. . . for in fact, what he is attempting to
do is tantamount to rape!
Not only has he been u(hised to advise
his successor to become a little less radical
and less vitriolic (least he present too
liberal and activistic an image), Miner
has been advised to wrest control of the
Spartan Daily by insuring that next semester’s editor is one who thinks Miner’s
lack of imagination and initiative are
qualities befitting a clown prince.
In other words .. . aihisors urge Miner
to find an editor who will tell the "Miner
Story" the way Miner and his advisors envision it ... not the way it really is.
And while we are on the subject, what
indeed is the "Dick Miner Story?"
MINER STORY
Let it suffice to say, that Miner was a
of sevmere figment of the imaginat
eral students last semester wit() saw in
him a liberal-minded, sabre-wielding activist who might gust might 1 rattle the
very foundation of mental obesit y
which this college is mired.
Twas. as it turned out, but a mere pipe
dream of a Don Quixote, a giggling NoWhere-Man who, mounted atop l’uff the
Magic Dragon, and arnted with but a
trusty bubble-blower. failed to live up to
even a mirage.

Guest Room

Black Studies Department
By Dr. HOBERT W. BURNS
Academic Vice President
The Academic Council on Nov. 18 authorized the mechanism for the design of
ethnic studies programs and, on Nov. 25,
the Committee on Curriculum and Instruction appointed an Ad Hoc Faculty-Student
Co tttttt lore on Black Studies to carry out
the Council’s charge of preparing a set
of recommendations concerning the currieultim, administrative structure, and
staffing necessary for the implementation
of such a program no later than this coming fall semester.
That Ail Hoe Committee has already
invested a great number of man-hours, indisidually and in committee work, and it
is making rapid progress. The full details
of the curriculum and staffing pattern
which the Ad Hoc Committee will recommend, through normal Couneil procedures,
are not yet quite complete; but it is clear
at this time that the administrative Pi MC.
lire to be reconimended will be a DepartMen! of Black Studies which would enjoy
all the rights and responsibilities and obligations concerning personnel and budget
and curriculum as would any other regular
department in the College.
MOVE RAPIDLY
It is m) expectation that the recommendati tttt s of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Black Studies can be presented to the
Committee on Undergraduate Studies be.
fore Christmas, and then move rapidly to
’ttce and the full
the Curriculum Co
Academic Council PO that, hopefully in
January, a plan as approved by the Conn.
cil can be recommended to the President

in time for it to be incorporated into the
Academic Master Plan of the College and
presented to the Chancellor’s Office and
the Trustees. No one is more aware than
I am that this seems a torturous and slow
bureaucratic route: it can be: but if students, faculty, and administration bae the
will we can move with such deliberate
speed that, come fall, we will have a well.
planned, ftmctioning Department of Black
Studies.
SEEKING NOMINATIONS
Indeed, we are so confident of this that,
in cooperation with the Llnited Black Students for Action, we arr at this moment
peeking nominations for an Interim Chair.
man of Black Studies who would be appointed effective this very next semester.
Additionally, there will be offered in the
spring semester some courses, not yet
carrying ille Black Studies "preface,’"
which will be included in the Black
Studies curricula come fall and which will
count toward major credit in that program. An announcement specifying those
courses. with other relevant details, will
be made in January prior to registration.
Concerning the develm nt of a Mexican-American studies program, there
have been a series of discussions among
interested students, faculty, and adminis.
trators and, in the very near future. I hope
to be able to suggest membership on an
Ad Hoc Faculty-Student Committee 011
Mexican-American Studies to the Curriculum Contmittee PO that, hopefully by
next fall, it will also lie possible to implement a program of studies in this area.
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Estimate Set for April 1970

Census ’Clock’ Counts Millions
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the first of
a three part series on the 1970
Census. If concerns the types of
questions asked and uses of the onformation. Toworrow’s article will explain the rnechanical and electronic
processes used for tabulation.
By PAT WANEK
!so:titan Daily Feature Editor
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THE SCULPTURE pictured above in many pieces will move along
with the dancers in Dance Studio Hour, tomorrow evening from
6 to 7 in PER 262. The studio hour will feature a videotape,
movie and slides which will complement the dancers and the
sculpture by being shown on the waIls and ceiling. The public is
inviied to the ’Multi-visual Media Happening" to see the dancers
perform. No admission is charged.

Dance Studio Hour Presents
A Multi-Visual Happening

lit.
On April I. 1970, the people
of America will be counted officially for the 17th time.
Thete really are good reasons
for employing about 150.0(X) temporary workers in the Census
Bureau, including census takers,
crew leaders and office workers.
The Constitution provides that a
census of the people must be taken
every 10 years to determine the
number of representatives each
state may have in the House of
Representatives.

FIRST POPULATION
The first population, calculated
"She walks. She talks. She porate the dancers. the fountain on in 1790, found a population of
3,929,214
a far cry from the
crawls en her belly like a reptile." campus and the sculpture.
The public is invited to the estimated 1970 total.
These are the words of the
And, as the population changes
event which is a development of
Coaster’s song, "Little Egypt."
Annette Macdonald, women’s Miss Macdonald’s New College with lime, so does the census and
physical education instructor and lecture on humanities and the its purposes. Today such informanew college lecturer. hopes to use arts. There is no admission for tion as state legislature reapportionment, distribution of federal
this song to guide the dancers par- the event.
funds and determination of the
ticipating in Dance Studio Hour
rights and duties of cities, towns
tomorrow from 6 to 7 p.m.
and villages is drawn from answers
The studio hour, called "Dance
of the citizens.
and Sculpture:
a
Multi -visual
Progress in employment, housMedia Happening" will feature the
ing, job suitability and education
daneera perfottring around a 21be reealed.
_ _
piece moving sculpture made IV
I Needs will be determined.
Leonard Stanley’s sculpture class
I
Information on which racial or
in the Art Department.
{age groups need help in improving
Taking place in PER 262, the t
incomes, housing, jobs and educastudio hour will he a nionv-faceted
Industrial managemint II I tire tion will be gathered.
approach. to both sight and sound,
Soviet Union is the newest exThe mailing method of enumerwith films, slides, tape recordings,
tension course offered at SJS. ation introduced in the, 1960 cennarration, and records working in
The one unit class, which is slated sus will be used to even a greater
conjunction with the dancers and
for the week between fall and rt \lent in 1970.
a special videotape made hy Glen
spring semesters, Feb. 3-7, 1969,
A few days before April 1,
Pensing,er and Bob Reynolds of
will meet daily from 8:30 a.m. 1..
t: tholders in large metropolitan
ITV, The videotape is nev
-ere12:30 p.m.
.1 tl
r the
ent ;Ind will ineorThe professor, Scott Norwood
recently’ returned from an extenshe tour of the Soviet Union
While studying Soviet management policies and practices, he
visited a great variety of factories,
retail stores, research in.stitutes.
farms, educational institutions and
Six buildings of Spartan City
universities. The information he
obtained will form an important married students’ apartments were
During the Christmas holiday
blacked out for five hours Sunday
part of the course.
two
informational
conferences
The course will consist of a nig,ht when a transformer on the
sponsored by California State Colcombination of lectures, discus- main power pole overloaded at
lege Student Presidents Associasions, slides and readings. The 9:13.
tion ICSCSPA) will be held at
Within minutes, most of the
only prerequisite for the course
California State College at Hayis that the enrollee have at least apartments were lighted again.
vvard for northern state schools
upper division standing in college. with the changing glow of candleand at California State PolytechMore information and pre -regis- light.
nic College at Pomona for the
"We were wrapping Christmas
tration forms may be obtained
southern colleges.
presents and had paper spread all
from Prof. Norwood in ED422.
These conferences will be meetsaid one housewife. Another
ing grounds for campus leaders
It al to stay up until the power
to discuss the ideological and physent back oti because her only
ical problems which face each
alarm clock WAS electric and she
campus and suggest applicable sohad to get up at 6 a.m.
lution.s. "Through discussion, probSometime after 1 a.m.. P. G. &
lems might even be quashed before
The annual Service of Lessons E. repairmen showed up, replaced
they begin," commented Steve and Carols v.111 be held Thursday
the transformer, and turned the
Lieurance, CSCSPA executive sec- night at 7 in the Chapel of Repower on about 2:20 a.m. Lights
retary.
conciliation at the Campus Christent on in many apartments,
Liettrance states there is no ian Center, 10th and San Carl., »
here people had forgotten to turn
delegate fee, but individual dele- Streets.
thiln off before sacking tan
gates are responsible for transThe service includes readings
portation and housing.
aNtut the prophecy rc)garding the
The Hayward conference is Dee. birth of Christ. in nine different
21 and 22, while the Pomona gath- readings.
ering is Dec. 28 and 29.
SJS Pres. Robert D. Clark w
Students or faculty Intinilie], inAnyone interested in attending read the ninth lesson in the ser- terested in becoming inol eil in
the northern conference may con- vice. Other readers will be from the new program of the Art Galtact S.’S ASB Pres. Dick Miner the college community, made up of lery in the new College Union are
in the College Union.
invited to attend an orientation
students and faculty.
The lesson and carol service, meeting Thursday at 4:30 p.m. in
sponsored by the Christian Ecu- Ha) present College Union.
Further informatbal is a \
menical Council, is modeled after
A recital of traditional Persian the tradition of Kings College in able from Gale Amite. rIt atat.ta
the College Union Ait /ion.
rnisic will be given by Hooshang Catnbridge, England, which holds
at 294-6414, ext. 2763.
Tahstri this evening at 8:15 in this service every year.

Soviet Clas
In lndustr y iwili
In February

Lights Black Out
In Spartan Cap
Power Overload

Two Conferences
To TaT, Solve
Col!erje Problems

areas throughout the nation will
teceive by mail a questionnaire
which they are required by law to
cotnplete. Enumerators will come
to homes only if a questionnaire
is not returned or if it is incomplete. Outside the major metropolitan areas, workers will call at
every household as in the past.

ern border of the Great Lakes, and programs such as social security,
from San Francisco to Los An- minimum wages and public housgeles, among others.
ing.
About 102 million of us are
The farming program has a basis
females, anti, unfortunately for us, in the census statistics,
there are only around 98 million
List upon list and figure after
males. VVell over half the popula- figure are compiled to make sense
tion is over 25 years old, Our out of confusion and a great aid
average age is 28 (27.7 to be nut of apparently meaningless
exact), and about 85 out of 200 reams of paperwork.
EVERYONE GETS ASKED
million have been born since World
Everyone will be asked certain War II.
VALUABLE STATISTICS
questions, and certain persons, seA shortage of executives is inNon-government agencies use
lected at random, will be asked
creasing.
the statistics as well. Maiketing
more. This process, called "samThe birth rate has been slowing concerns, public utilities, building
pling," enables the Bureau to
down,
but
a
boom
contractors. labor unions . . .
is
predicted
in
gather statistical averages rather
All this is easier said than done,
than ask a full list of questions the not too distant future due to
the coming increase in the man- however. The millions of questions
of everyone.
ber of women between 20 and 24 asked bring an equal amount of
For example, everyone will be
years of age.
asked questions of relationship to
Ninety-five per cent of mu) peothe head of the household, race,
ple 45-54 years old are or have
age, sex and marital status. But
been married at some time.
only 25 per cent of the population
Will be asked years of school comSEACOAST LIVING
pleted (and several other quesTavo out of every three of us
tions), 20 per cent vvill be asked
the country of birth of their par- live in the city or around it.
Americans have a definite prefents (and several others), and only
erence for seacoast living.
five per cent will be asked citizenAnd so we could go cal and on.
ship and certain other questions.
It may be nice to have all these
But what exactly does the Bubits of information at hand, but
reau do with the information?
that hardly justifies the time, peoIt can answer the broadest
ple and money involved.
questions down to the smallest deThe statistics are drawn upon
tails. These are some of the deto plan new programs and evalutails:
Although America is described ate existing ones.
The Bureau’s monthly report on
often as the "melting pot," fewer
than six per cent of otir people Business Cycle Development summarizes current economic statistics
are foreign -born.
and shows changes in business conMEGALOPOLISES
ditions, thus aiding the governPredictions are that we may be- ment in its promotion of full emcome a nation of megalopolises
ployment.
from Boston to Norfolk, the southStatistics are used to evaluate
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"IT’S UNWISE TO PAY TOO MUCH

a

If

but it is unwise to pay too little.
When you pay too little, you sometimes lose everything.
because the thing you bought is incapable of doing the thing you
bought it to do.
The common law of business balance prohibits paying little
and getting a lot ... it can’t be done.
you deal with the lowest bidder, it’s well to add something
for the risk you run. And if you do that, you will have
enough to pay for something better."
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HOLIDAY DINNERS

BROOKDALE LODGE
for reservations
Call Sa:ra 269-6897
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SELECTED WORKS OF MAOTSETUNG and SELECTED MILITARY WRITINGS OF MAO-TSETUNG (5 volumes-2030 pages)
$10.00 For soft cover, $15.00 for
hard cover, includes all 5 volumes.
FOUR ESSAYS ON PHILOSOPHY BY MAO-TSE-TUNG (136
pages) $1.00.
QUOTATIONS FROM CHAIRMAN MAO-TSETUNG (th famous RED BOOK, 312 pages,
original edition with red cover)
40c.
ALL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY:
GIFT ORDERS SENT GIFT WRAPPED
WITH CARD DIRECTLY TO RE
CIPIENT.
(Prices include all chargs & postage)

SEND AS A GIFT FROM

SEND TO
NAME

150 E. San Carlos
(corner of 1th St.)
202-2810

STATE

’
.’/
t’"\

ZIP

Many other books and periodicals
from China, Vietnam, Cuba, Albania
nd elsewhere available at lowest
price, Write for tree price act
Fill out form and mail with cash,
check. or money order to:

John Xuskin

STEAK
$149

1

LOWEST PRICES EVER!

CITY

Music Recital

Candle
iblefe".6

MAO’S

WRITINGS

ADDRESS

A

Union Art Gallery
Orientation Meeting

1:

CHAIRMAN

if i

Lessons, Carols
Chapel Service

El./100.
Artist Tahsiri will make use ta
such instruments as the santin.
zarb Itablai, flute and violin.
The performance is sponsored Z
by San Jose State’s Iranian Sill I, og Association.

answers, and somehow they must
be tabulated and brought together
to have any meaning. That lies in
the magical mystery of machinery.
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INTERNATIONAL BOOKS
AND PERIODICALS
P. O. Box 622
Bellflower, California, 90706 ;
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Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fetordE
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SJS Annual ’Messiah’
At Civic Tonight
Three hundred and sixty singers, accompanied by the 31 chair SJS Symphony Orchestra,
vvill shiver Christmas timbers at

curj ’tt
Weap
30, d,
._9n

11

1’111(111

idvat

Coma/ Mar

und Surfing’ Accesorlei

1.2881 So. Winchester
...-

Campbell, Calif.
.......0occe.40.-...c,-_,-.1
\\rig
GLYCINE

DON’T LOOK
NOW BUT
YOUR LIPSTICK
IS TICKING

the San Jose Co
viditi,
tonight when the N. s.,
iment presents its antiti.il preduction of Handejs
711 perProceeds from the S
formance will pro\ iiie
ships to SJS music students,
More than 225 years old, the
opera is a scriptural commentary
of the prophecy, birth and resurrection of Jesus of Nazareth.
According to Dr. Edwin Dunning, "Messiah" director. it may
be the most performed work
ever written.
Dr. Dunning said that the opera’s forces, the A Cappella
Choir, the combined Alens’ and
Womens’ glee clubs and the Orchestra. "are better prepared
than I have been aware of in
the past." He said that as he
has never directed it at SJS, he
sang the bass solo in recent
years.
"Everyone is so well prepared." he explained, "that directing it is just fun. Just pleasure." Ile said that while less
than half the singers have performed the "Messiah" before,
rehearsals have been in progress
since October.
Dr. Dunning, chairman of the
Music Department vocal divisC’ont blued on Page 7)
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By LEE stertatEs

In reading Marshall McLuhail’s two books, -Medium is
the Massage" and "Undeistanding Media," which seem to be
having such broad influence, this
writer was struck by the feeling
that McLuhan has snatched the
ball from Dorothy Lee. F:dinund
C’arpenter, S. Gidieon, et al, and
has run headlong dtwvn the field
with it. If that is too lineal a
description for McLuhan and too
precise for his detractors, (HIP
might say he has run amuck
with it.
Paragraph by paragraph, the
language is often confusing and
vague. "If the "medium is the
message," then the particular
one McLuhan has chosen - that
receives
of the printed word
little of his attention. He manages to imply that mere words
on a page are too confining to
display his thoughts; thus he
seems to "spill -over" verbally. It
is as if he had uncovered a vast
truckful of ideas, the contents
of which he is willing to toss
about and to leave for others
the sorting and organizing thereof.
Taken as a whole, the McLuban way after all, his unorthodox approach to the new "electric" media and their effects on
culture and communication, offers some new and certainly
challenging guides as to where

BARREL’S

Glycine
17 -jewel

Old en,l,,A

pendant watch,
$45. No bigger

Fish & Chips

than a minute.

$1.00

Large Order Fish & Chips
’alf

55c

Order

Shrimp ’N’ Chips

- 8 for

5 per $1

Lunch, Wed. -Set., Noon -10 p.m.
Mon.-Tue., 4 p.m.- 10 p.m.
Phone Orders

STEVENS CREEK PLAZA
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GRANAT BROS

South 11 th & San Carlos (next to Speedee 7-11)
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we find ourselves in the vast
jungle of contemporary media.
Apparently, he is telling us
that man is no longer the individual, separated from his global
fellows by time, travel, distance,
national distinction, and the
separations that various cultures
provide, but rather with the advent of television, telephone, radio, computers, etc., he is thrust
into a single global community
with the consequence that, like
it or not, each person is immediatily involved with an other.
With the invention of movable
type and the phonetic alphabet,
man became less dependent on
his fellows; the printed page became an extension of his speech
and, in the privacy of reading,
became a social barrier between
one man and the next.
McLuhan says that the lineal
orientation of the printed page
influenced man toward a lineal
or "fiagmented" view of the
world which permeated his entire life.
He views each new communications innovation as an extension of some sensory factor of
man; print, the extension of his
eYet telephone and radio, his ear.
He feels that the great mistalce
of the "electric" age is to judge
television as another extension
of one part of man, i.e., the eye.
Actually, he notes, it is an extension of his total nervous system
and thus has been grossly misused and misunderstood. It requires total participation by the
viewer, causing him to become
instantly involved with the universe it reveals. The important
result of each new form has
been, not the content of the
message, but the effect which
the medium itself has on society.
The effect of the electric age
has been to return man to his
tribal outlook.
The key to McLuhan’s view of
today’s environment seems to he
"total involvement." This tenet
he applies to every facet of life
as a prediction and explanation
of how and why we react as we
do.
It is perhaps easier to see
McLuhan’s mosaic of ideas than
pin him down to a single point
of view which one may suspect
may have been the author’s
original design. The implications
of his ideas seem muddled but
that his views are causing tre-,
mendous response can hardly be
denied.

Shabahangi
Exhibits Art
In Gallery
11%j)k
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Paintings on canvas by Master
Candidates Jenold Bone and
Jalal Shabahangi are being featured this week in the Main
Gallery.
Shabahangi, an Iranian student and SJS graduate working
on his MA in commercial art,
has done nine paintings and one
set of drawings in oil and velvet
following the theme of the human body and landscape, by relating the pigment, roughness,
softness, and form of both.
After he receives his M.A.,
Shabahangi plans to return to
Iran where he has been givn a
job by the government there.
Jerrold Bone, a graduate with
a B.F.A. from the University of
Manitoba, Canada, is attempting
to show in his seven foot, three
inch square paintings the psychological makeup of a philosopher.
Through illusion of space and
color, the squares appear to be
different sizes, he said.
After he receives his MA,
Bone said he hopes to teach art
in Canada.

New Date Slated
For Black Exhibit
The "Black Christmas" exhibition which was scheduled to
open yesterday in the Main
Gallery has been rescheduled
for February as part of a larger
program dealing with the artistic character and contribution
of contemporary artists within
the California Black community,
Fred Spratt, chairman of the
Art Department has announced.
Planning for this "major exhibition of works by leading California Black Artists," is being
conducted by Black students at
SJS in cooperation with Art
West Associated/North and will
be presented under the auspices
of the Art Department, Spratt
stated.

ACE PILOT, here +he creation of art student John Giannoiti was
recently on display as par+ of a project taken on by a painting
class instructed by Stephen French, ass;stant professor of art. The
class was dissatisfied with working on canvasses this semes;er according to French, so they used the wall in ari classroom 312 to
dabble their inspirations on. The wall has since been -re-grayed"
by the students who apparantly began to feel the wall too much a
part of the environment.

Drama Dept
To S to g e
A Moliere
Moliere’s "The Learned Ladies," a Drama Department
production. will be presented tomonvw and Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the Studio Theater.
Admission is free, but seating
capacity is limited. Tickets may
be obtained from members of
the Rehearsal and Performance
Class or at the door while space
is available.
The play centers around the
house of a wealthy Bourgeois,
Chrysale, played by Rex Hays.
His un-learned younger daughter, Henriette, played by Robyn
Gerrard, is in danger of being
married off to a pompous poet
played by John Jacobs. But, alas,
she is in love with the gallant
Clitandre, portrayed by Dennis
Johnson.
Moliere, a master of classic
comedy, has satirized France’s
great age of Louis XIV, its high
fashion and elegant manners. His
emphasis is on stylized gesture
and the witty turn of a phrase.
Susan Mason will be seen as
Chrysale’s learned wife. Karen
Black will appear as his learned
sister and Cynthia Reid as his
learned daughter.
Joseph Hanreddy will portray
Chrysale’s brother and ally. Paul
Myrvold will be seen as a learned
author, Geraldine Gradeck as
Chrysale’s cook, Lee Marks as a
lackey and Wesley Finlay will
appear as the learned notary.

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

Answers Your Questions
About:
Salaries
Job Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requiremente

CALL f)[> 286-9622
r-

or Clip and Mall CoupO
Nam,
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c’ty
Phon
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Zu
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La,..t School Grade Completed
or Visit
and see IBM
System 360 Computer
AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
an Educational Affiliate of
Control Data Corporation
25 N. 14th San Jose. 95112

Newman-Catholic Student Center
STAFF:

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy

MASSES:

SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THURS. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
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Center

79 S. Fifth St.

Tel. 295-1771
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PRECHRISTMAS
AT ALL MUSIC BOX STORES
.NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S MOST COMPLETE INVENTORY OF RECORDED MUSIC
At All Music Box Stores; Records, Tapes & Accessories!
/. Low Discount Prices, On Bay Area’s Largest Selection
2. Complete Stock, Radios, Phonographs, Tape Players
3. A Complete Way-Out Poster Collection
4. All Records And Tapes Fully Guaranteed

LOCATED JUST ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
ON THE CORNER OF THIRD AND SAN FERNANDO
HOURS: MONDAY-FRIDAY 10 A.M.-9 P.M., SATURDAY 10 A.M..6 P.M.

OUR ENTIRE LONDON CLASSICAL
CATALOG REDUCED!

THE NEW

"BEATLES"

REG. $5.79

88

"38 $7
VALUE
EACII
NOW
2-RECORD SET

PER RECORD

Beggars
Banquet

TOP 10
STEREO ALBUMS

7 87

LACII

IMPORTED ENGLISH
ROCK ALBUMS

REG. 5.79
1. BIG BROTHER &
THE HOLDING CO. . . 337
-cheap Thrill,-

EA(:H

REG. 4.79
. . 287

"Souleti"

.
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EkEll

REG. 4.79
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"RevivalEACH
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I oed (hi I IP
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. . 337
E

II

EG. .1.79

10. GLEN CAMPBELL
"II ’,him Lineman"
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vIt
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CAPITOL
PRE-RECORDED TAPES
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’
/eG11)0
0/0 j

Reduced 20%

FM/AM TABLE RADIO ff’17’H
DISTINCTIVE SLIDE-RI I,E

REG. 8.50
. 5i7
Evt:tt
REG. 4.79

e

The 9 Symphonies of Gustav Mahler contains 14
records, deluxe 36 page booklet with articles and
azialses on this limited edition of Leonard Bernstein
conducting the New York Philharmonic, and London
Symphony Orel] in this Mahler inaelerpieee.
-e- -e-e-ozoof:/- ../....ccoorozoordzerz000000cooccozz000accoecoeclocce

38

QUALITY GIFT SUGGESTIONS FROM PAIN tSONIC

EACH

6. CREAM
of Fire"

"111- 14,1111,1-1),1-1

567

EAcii
REG. 4.79
. . 287

"Iii/e/ /lower"

time.

$478 $ 558 $

REG. 9.59
.

(OR STo) EACH)

The Ring Opera includes 19 records plus a bond hook
agner’s
by John Culshaw’s stirring account of Inn%
Der Ring deg Nibelungen was recorded for the first

4 & 8 TRACK
CARTRIDGE
CASSETTES
REEL TO REEL
Reg. :45.98 Reg. $6.98 Reg. $7.98

"Ff’11140110..

.

100

OFF LIST

EAcil
REG. 4.79
287

2. JOSE FELICIANO

The Complete Nine
Symphonies of Mahler
on Columbia
$200 Value
Both
For Only

NEW FROM
LONDON
"THE ROLLING STONES"

R.S.VP

S. JUDY COLLINS
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PIA S

REG.
4.79

"1 leetrie Latlyiand"

/

The Complete Wagner Ring
Opera on London

Zeripif Stewed
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4. JIMI HENDRIX

("/.

CLASSICAL SPECTACULAR

Annuli includes: wall poster. all
the song lyrics. and full color
pictures of each of the Beatles.

3. JOSE FELICIANO

40
3;t7,

Every albuni. including box sets. in our famous
London Classical stereo album catalog is on sale.
You’ll find all your favorite artists and classical
works in this giant selection.

T

REGULAR
5.79 & 6.79
ALBUMS

FII/AM SI EREO R 1010 ll’H
SEPARATE SPE lkER S1 STE11

/88
40 EACH

This Sale Includes Our Entire Stock Of
Imported English Albums. Some Tracks
Not Released In The U.S. Feattning: The
Beatles. Rolling Stones.Jimi I lendrix. John
Mayan. and Many Others. Our Selection Is
The Largest in Northern Califorinia.

$49.95
Value

83995

Model :=-7369. 1.0% -illomette design,
thoiamir speaker.
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JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
TO

The SJS sti,nAttig teain op -it .!!
.
its season on a winning note
by downing the Univer.0..

EUROPE
RESERVE NOW

SPACE IS
MEALS

NON STOP DC -8 JETS
F I. San Francisco -London
LV June 30th

California 1334 to 1316.
Sue Meek, a senior from Ar-:
Calif., was the Spartan’s

cadia,

LIMITED

GREAT.IN.FLIGHT SERVICE

$169

ONE WAY

.F2. S.F./London/S.F.
LV June 16
RET Sept 3rd

ROUND

3. S.F./London/S.F.
LV June Inh
RET Sept 10th

ROUND

=4 S.F./London/S.F.
LV June 26th
RET July 3Ist

ROUND

$277

TRIP

$277

TRIP

$277

TRIP

These flights are open fo students, faculty, staff, mployees
and their immediate family. All passengers must pay a $10
registration fee with their air fare.
PHONE (415) 392-8513
MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FLIGHT INFORMATION

CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103
Please mail me info on flights
Name _ _
Street

SE Rifle Team
Downs Cal Bears

_

_

City, State & Zip

high scorer with a 273 total. The;
SCOPPS (Or rifle team were: j

’ other

William Merriell, 270; Bob Knight,
Wayne Johnson, 263; anti

266;

Bob 1.2,erton

26’2.
Karl Schmidt had a team high
for the Bears of 273.
Next semester the Spartans,
I. league champions for the last two
years, wi3 meet every member
of the Northern Intercollegiate
Rifle Conference twice. The NC
IRC includes Cal at Berkeley’ and :
Davis, University of San Fran- .
eLsco, Santa Clara, and Stanford.
I The Spartairs are shooting for
!their twentieth straight victory in
league competition, as well as re- ’
pealing their domination in the
I Stanford Invitational and the
Berkeley Conventional in March.
The Spartans are coached In
L. E. Stephenson, Professor of Industrial Studies and a member of
the California State rifle team.
Members of the rifle team use
heavy barreled target rifles h.
fire at targets from 50 feet. Th.
bull’s eye on the Internatirii..:
target is the size of a sharp peneii point. There are 10 target,
each for the three basic positions:
prone, kneeling and standli.
The Spartans will pick th. ;,
best firing members and jotiii..!
to Reno on March 5 and ti to attend the Reno Invitational.

SPECIAL!
EVERY MONDAY

Red Ram

8-inch pizzas
Sausage, Mushroom, Pepperoni

10th & WiIliam St.

EVERY TUESDAY

(LSSIM

San Jose

43’

Spaghetti
regular size

295-3805

Open at 1 p.m. Daily

Force before coming tc SJS. He enjoyed a great night against
Cal Hayward when hit on six straight ’bombs’ to help the Spartans win their first game of ihe y..whig season.

Is at one of the starting positions in the
’BOMBER’ McKEAN
SJS backcourt this season. IvIcKeen, whose real n -,me is Steve,
earned the nickname of ’Bomber’ for his long outside shots. McKean attended JC in Minnesota anti served four years in the Air
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Gifts for the
Whole Family,:
Candy
Candles
Games
Cards
Puzzles
S..1 .S. Glasses
Mugs
Records
Stationery
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State. in it,.
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in up for the coming dual meet
shins.
...s3n, against the finest possible
Jim Turpin ran :. .y
To the successful SJS %xi(
\
competition in the tr.impoline coin- competition." he said.
.
success has
-mimed group \
’!"."e"://li.","Wiiiii,,":’
’.""AerWe’.
Slate in the Men, gym
1
I
NON\ (11’;
.:I! )(it II Ft \
at 8 p.m.
Patti Cunningham, Ron Wrivlit
and Dave Aller were injured.
Success came at the expense ’
Sacramento State 25-16, and N.,-
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"The adiedi 4o4e ecutique"

Cornlin Casuals, "WAY OUT" Ft "DOWN TO EARTH" Dresses,
And Otherwise, In The Edwardian, Victorian And Oriental ‘.
Look That Is The Today "IN" Look, In Rich Velvets, Satins, And
CreFs
ii
Accessories: "UNISEX ROPES AND MEDALLIONS.
*

Minis

* Hosiery:

:::

-The (lollies

’’Long Log Panty Gir- :‘
That’s u ’NO NO’ Rut Panty Hoses s:
tres Wth Mini Dresses
. . . MAIS OUIr
.
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL PURCHASES FOR STU- .Z.
Remember
DENTS, F ICC:Lir, AND STAFF!
;
I
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Birdie Lee
Russell Lee
PLUS
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T EK IDNRGLFS

AND HIS SMOOTH SILK SOUL
SLIER SLEEP WALKERS

LUNCHES AND DINNERS
SERVED DA!;:e
g’,.,0,/..\"4.?,,,

OUR MODERN DINING ROOM!
NO LUNCHEON SHOWS
AMATEUR NITE EVERY WED
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Seven members of the Spartan
team were able to defeat the chal- p.m.
lengers from both Sacrameir. .,nd
Nevada, Art Stone 115,
neY,
’,
Kerr 130, Arno Doming!,...
Garry
NV..’
Ramstotten
Thatcher 167, Paul Battling 177.
and Cleve Holt 191.
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Complete Selection of Excellent
1;ift Books for All Ages
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Over 18
Blood Donors

Tuesday, December

HocIrles Cancels
’New Left’ Talk

SJS Grad Sings

ffanderful
Brilliantnew concepts featuring the traditional
and ever popular wide wedding band in stun.
ning combination with a fashion.slirn engagement ring. The ensemble effect is distinctively
different, magnificently approprlate. In 14k
vvhite or yellow gold.
A.

$450
B. $395
C. $325
E. $250
D. $595

Save 20% with ASB card

535

Bryant Street

Downtown Palo Alto
Open ’til 9 323-2834

D

Spartaguide

A faculty book talk scheduled
Dr. Harold
of sociology, rODAY
Iranian Students AsprociatIon,
on the "Prophetic Minority: the
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
New Left" by Task Newfield has 815 p.m., ED100. Recital: Four
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
...ten canceled according to Dr. Persian instruments will be playVcd Sharma, faculty book talk ed by Mr. Tashiri.
Whole blood donor paid $5
VI Beta, 6 p.m., Cafeteria B.
per collection. 40 Bassett St., chairman.
Dr. Hodges is currently on a Initiation meeting. Speaker: Dr.
San Jose 294-6535.
leave of absence and is writing Vida C. Kenk, assistant professor
of biological science.
book.
Busslan Club, 7 p.m. 555 S. 10th
St.. Apt. 27. Meeting.
MAKE THIS A DIAMOND CHRISTMAS
seminar on Violence, 12:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A & B. 1)r. Army Ibrahim, assistant professor of sociology and anthropology is the speaker for the Experimental College
sponsored event.
temper IPIdells Society, 7 p.m.,
HE2. Informational meeting.
Newman /Cite, 7-10 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St. Christmas music, refreshments, pingpong, pool and DartYing
Spartan Shields, 6 p.m., Cafeteria A and 13. F.lection of officers.
Humanities Club, 6:45 p.m., For
mal Lounge of Royce Hall. Talk
given by Annette La Singe on
Handel’s "Messiah." Group will
attend the performance following
talk.
Beta Beta Beta (Biology Honorary Society), 6:30 p.m., Cafeteria
B. Initiation and dinner.
fue (,)(1),(1 ow by
Hodges, professor

Wide
and

SPART

17, MR

(Continued from Page 4)
ion, is directing this year in
place of William Erlendson, who
is recovering from a stroke suffered in November. Erlendson is
continuing as director of the A
Cappello Choir.
Professional vocalists will sing
the powerful and complicated
"Messiah" solos.
Jeanne Gerson, assistant vocal professor at SJS, will sing
the soprano part. She arrived at
SJS this year after completing
study fellowships in Europe.
When asked how long it tonic
to prepare for the part, she said
she had been singing it since she
v.’as a freshman.
Stephen Janzen, a graduate of
SJS now singing in the San
Francisco Opera Company, will
sing baritone. He appeared here
last spring with the "Barber of
Seville."
Norma Contralto vvill sing
the alto part and Charles Stone,
the tenor.

TOMORROW
Tau Ileitis PIO, 7:30 p.m., HE3.
Meeting.
Mountaineering Club, 7 p.m., LC
308. Plan future trips. Informa-

Theology Workshop, 7:30 p.m..
Newtnan Center, 79 S. Fifth St
Group to hear and share thoughts
on two short stories by l’olkien.

FRIDAY
tion available at 294-3879.
Japanese and American St uSpaghetti Feed, 11:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. dentss Ashorlation, 11:30 a.m.. CafeFinal %trap-up uf ’Poky ,
teria.
Fifth St. Cost: 40 cents.
I
Social Justice Series, 8 p.m., Night and planning for future.

Newman Center. Topic this week:
"State and Social Justice" presented by Raymond Dennehy, professor from Santa Clara University.

PRSSA, 5:30 . 8 p.m., at Earthquake McGoons, Clay Street. San
Francisco. Call Chu& for reservations.
TillERsoAy
Christian Science Organization,
7:30 p.m., College Memorial Chapel. Meeting.
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MH233,
Meeting.

Posters
study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks

EUROPE ’69
All Jet Charters on
Certified Carriers
ROUND TRIP & ONE WAY
tram

KIT’S
BOOKS

$189

11 dates to choose from!
Send for details. Reserve Early!
West Park Plaza
4\....W.i.r_ichester at Payne

T -M TRAVEL
60 No. First St., Sen Jose, Calif.
Phone 293-1033

Sunday 11 a.m.-11 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 a.m. to 10 p.r_n}

378-8400

Spartan Daily Classifieds
1110,,,NC:"Nt’X’5
AUTO INSURANCE es low as $84 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men OVer
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
CLASSICAL GUITAR instruction. Robert
Brandon. Call 287-5161.

JET FLIGHTS TO EUROPE

WOOD LATHE $15. Redie
$37 SO. Both r1 It new. 60 E. ’,
nando. Phr.re 292-04(39.
AIRE, 10 spd. Raleigh, lg. 25 ir. men s
frame with lock and book rack. Almost
new, $70. Auto bumper bike rack, carry
2 bikes on any bumper. $15. Slide rule.
relay duplex with leath. case $15. Phone
24 I -3068.
_
_
_ _
DACHSHUND PUPPIES for sale. Ideal
for Christmas gift. 5 wks. old. Call 251. 7014.
TAPE RECORDER, ROBERTS 1630 3
spd., 4.track stereo. 2 yrs old. Excl.
condition. Head set and patch cords
included. Only $100. Call RJtherford
295-9898.
SHEEP SKIN COATS. Suede exterior,
new, various colors from $45. Call 3799059 eves. & wkends.

Oakland/London/Oakland - June 19Sept. 6 - $285. Los Angeles/Amsterdam/Los Angeles - June 22 -Sept 13
$285.
40 ADDITIONAL FLIGHTS TO:
Amsterdern-London-Athens-Lisbon-Yugoslavia-Japan. For information: VIC Club
(213) 877-2271 or write 12735 Kling
Street, Studio City, Calif. 91604.
S.C.O.O.T. Memberships now open to
Qualifying sport car owners. Call 269HELP WANTED (4)
1425.
SKIERS! S. Tahoe apt. sleeps 5. $60/
mi.
to
Stateline.
1/2
wk. 6 blks to
WANTED PARTTIME Waiter. Must
Heavenly M.S. 295-1154
speak Chinese. $2/hr, 15 min from
campus. Call Green Dragon Rest. 2255060.
AUTOMOTIVE t21
GIRL STUDENT FOR It. hskp. & sit
ter. 2 to 5 p.m. weekdays. $22 per
’59 CHEVY IMPALA Cotwert. New week. Mr. Hamilton 251-0987 evenings.
_
eng.. trans. & tires. Power steering &
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE Girl for ocbrakes. $495. 294-6711 or 292-6767.
sitting. South
nighttime
baby
casional
10.000
’65 TRIUMPH T-100 SC, 500cc,
San Jose. After 4:30 call 264-0821.
mi. New pistons, rings, valve guides.
battery, clutch, tires, gears. Excl. cond. DANCER WANTED for Bachelor Party.
$3.50 per hour. Call 287-5928.
$795. 293-9607. Terry.
’59 CHEVY Bel Air. V8, Auto. Good
NO.-ANL.
shape. $295. Call 294-8213 after 6 p.m.
Ask for Russ.
’56 CHEVY. $300. Excl. condition. Call 2 TURNED-ON GUYS looking for place
244.2015 after 6 p.m.
to live next semester, ttareferably house
1964 SIMCA. 4 door. Complete tzegine with other far out people. Call 287overhaul. Excellent running cond. and 4986 immediately.
appearance. Must sell. 353-1990.
UPPER DIVISION MALE Roommate for
HONDA S-90. Low mileage, excellent spring semester. Share 3 bdrm. apt.
condition. Very reasonable. After 2 p.m. (wi:h pool with 4 of same. 470 S. I Ith
St. Call 287-7257.
Call 287-2938.
1963 CHEV. STN. WGN. 6 cyl. stick. MALE GRADUATE STUDENTS! Warm,
Good condition. 243-9227 after 6 p.m. clean singles and I double, r0Orin, kitchen priviledges, reasonable. 1 block
42.000 on motor & rebuilt trans.
HONDA ’67 CB-450. Excel. cond. 5,000 from SJS campus. 295-2355 & 295-8858.
bell
mirrors
plus
2
2
MALE STUDENTS to share home.
Shield,
rack,
2
mi.
Photo dark room. For spring semester.
helmets. 257-4940.
LET IT NOW IE KNOWN! a car that Near city bus. 269-5747.
Ralph Williams could never talk fast FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. 442 S.
enough about or Jim Wessman could 5th. Call 287-3996. 1/2 block from cam
never climb enough ladders about can pus. $37.50/month.
now be your very own. It’s a car that MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
is truly a living legend. It vibrates of HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
history, passing through level upon maid service. On campus 237 E. San
level of ego consciousness, moves with Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk
caution and one of the few possessions 293-6345.
you’ll be proud to be part of. Be the GIRLS! 2 bdrm. modern. fern.
aPt 1/2
first & only person on your block to block to SJS. 11/2 baths. 192.1327.
get the 1958 VW (Virtually Wayout)
$175. A real trip awaits. 297.9597.
’67 SPRITE $1400/best offer. Blue w/
toneau, R/H, 17,000 miles. Excellent
condition. Call 292-0475.
VW 113, Top cond. Lt. Blue, 10,000
mi. $1,700, Pvt. Party. Call 294-4453.
HONDA CB 450. 1968. Less than 2000
miles. $1,000: $150 to me, $850 owed.
Steve 294.1584 after 5 p.m.
’66 BSA. 441 cc. Good condition $500.
Call Bill 286-9666 or 961-3773.
’59 MGA. Runs good, needs body work.
$250. Call 286-2931.
’67 VW FASTBACK. Blue wsunroof.
Good condition. Call 298-3299 after
4 p.m.

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for
.nr.
...untester. (Jar ) 3 bdrm/2 bath
firep;ace. 215 S. 12th. $49. C .
295.3422
2 GIRLS UPPER div. to share 2 bdrrn
2 bath apt. for Spring sem. 2 blocks
from SJS. $42/mo. Ask for Nan or Pat
293-2699.
NEED 3 GIRLS. Co-ed house, roomy.
kitchen. TV. $42/mo. at 596 S. 10th or
-n11 293-9877 after 5 p.m.
2 BDRM APT. Furnished. all electric,
garbage disposal. Avail now. Call 295ir/63.
NOW IENTING for spring. 2 & 3 bdrm.
Nrcely furnished. shag rugs. pool, rec.
room. 470 S. I Ith # I. 287-7590.
PERSONALS 171
BECOMING ENGAGED? But unsure
about the diamonds? Learn about it
before any purchase. If you like, design
your own ring. Quality diamonds at
low prices. Contact Jim Self at 286964. Call between 5 end 7 p.m.

CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings fcr gett.ng engaged, married.
sharing water. George Larimors. Old
T, r los C.1,os 354 8804.
ANNOUNCING THE -AU. NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Haircuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Berber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College. go west on Santa Clara.
STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fest,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter.
Phone 244-6581.
TYPING, ELECTRIC, Experienced. 35e
per page 266.4527
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, 1/4
groeriermed A fast Phone 269-8674
TV’s FOR RENT. Special Student rates.
$8.00 and $9.00 per month. Call 3772935.
TRANSPORTATION (9)

WANTED: ADULT FLYING to Buffalo
N. Y. area Xmas holidays to accompany
10 yr. old girl. Call 326-2619.

PERSON(S) needed to transport car
tr,
Mitt-higan area. 253-8881.
WHAT IS GOD’S PLAN FOR YOU? RIDE WANTED TO MIDWEST! Going
Dial Peace of Mind, 294-3333, day or to Wisc. for Xmas, will accept
ride to
night. Questions invited.
any near state. Call 295-3407.
STEPHEN H. CARTNELL your maul is
at 148 S. I 1th St. Contact Jerry Talburr 297-9976.
TO DENI4IS CREEP & TIM CRUD
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
JEANNEY & KATHY.
JAMES CRALL - ’GRASSHOPPER" You are our student hero and a delightful quest! Much Love - the girls.

To Piace
an ad:

EXPERIENCED THESIS rfPING. Elec.
trio. Masters - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tambora. 1924 Harris Ave
C.ell 371-039S. San Jose.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free service
No contract. Call 251-2598.

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

TYPING. IBM Pica. Eaperienced 243
6313. 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
papers, etc. Call 258-4335.

Thesis, term

FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948-1781.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Experi.
enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
frorn SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104

Daily
1:30 to 3:30

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Tues.-Thurs.
10:30-12:30
MWF

FOR SALE 0)
200 LP’s & 100 45’s. LP’s range in alr
different types. Call Batty 293-8282.
SKI1511 New woods and metals European Manufacture. 3 types. All sizes.
Wholesale $25-$70. Call Tina 287-4898.
rak-DIVERSI New scube-pro tank &
back rack for sale, used 4 times must
sell. 377-7161, evenings.
U.S. SURPLUS. Navy Pise coats. Field
jackets, Bell bottom pants, leather &
suede jackets, camping supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS - lace & velvet goodies. JACK’S & PAT’S, 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Hedding St. Between Oth &
9th St. Free Parking. Open Sat. &
Sun. Closed Mondays.
FOR SALE: HEAD Master Skis. 210 cm.
Ex. cond. Nevada toe, Grand prix heel,
$95, Call MO at 2534148 or 296-1224.
SbNY TO260 Portable Tape Recoi:icier.
Almost new for $160. Call 354-2458.

.*e
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Gant’s a real dye-hard!
Don’t give him last year’s dress shirts all over again.
NOT when men have finally discovered color and certainly not when classic Gant has more dyes going for
them than anyone. It’s the west’s best selection of
permanent press, traditional, button-down or Towne collared dress shirts in full, living color. 8.50 to $11
VALLEY FAIR and ALMADEN FASHION PLAZA shop Monday through Saturday
nights. VALLEY FAIR only - shop Sunday - Noon to 5 P.M.

9:30-1 1:30
Send

Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.
1-2
4g-OCZ

Add this
amount for
each addl

tonal line

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465

,_g
&IT ALL 5EGTION OF 13ADAAINTON AIZE FILLED,
6ECTION5 FILLED, BOWLING FILLED -agar WA/Tinueve VVE HAVE AN PENN& IN FENClNG."
5011151.

enp,tias

CA5.11"

OCZ%11

I AA

Three days

Four

..1111

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces lor each line)

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Throe Me; One day Two days
One day
2.00
3 lines
1.50
2.50
4 lines
2.00
5 Ohms -no- 3.00..50
3.00
6 lines

in handy order blank.

days

2.40
2.25
2.90
2.75
3.25- -3.40
3.90
3.75

Flys days
2.50
3.603.50
4.00

..

AO

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print Name

For

Address

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Personals
Announcements (1) 0 Help Wanted (4)
Services (8)
0 Housing (5)
Automobve (2)
Transportation (9)
Q
(6)
Found
and
iscgl
11:1 RN WI ($)

(7)

City

_

_

Days

Enclosed Is $
Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORBER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN IOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN .10SE. CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to mu,
.1111
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DAILY

*up Ja-tit- Chance to Win a 7Pip to tit! new Tie-greakeP, ree.
IMENNUP

NOW VS ik Gives
1 ott k Lift To
Holl)-wood-Burbank
(as (.11 a,
Los

tngeles)

PI

Photo
Identification
Contest

JUST IDENTIFY PHOTOsee "How-to-play" below
FIRST PRIZE:
4. round trip jet flight to Los Angeles onplASA

Super 727 and 7:;7 Jets.

,AJP!iist
V6%-,’
,,,....7.....7,44414

,I3.30 Fron,

Start the Christmas vacation off right
by seeing the great Sidney Poitier in
two of his most memorable performances.
In The Ihsat Of. The Night
.ith Rod Steiger

FOUR RUNNERS-UP PRIZES:
Two tickets to any show at

sail Jose.

Always For Y our Pleasure

UA Theater

and
V

For Love

p

Phone 286-17211

Of Ivy

last Week’s Photo: Typewriter Keys

Pr,7?.3ent this coupon at
Ll 11;i."1 PIZZ t THEE INN

Clue word: Alphabetical

Tie-Breaker: 1,544 books

FIRST PRIZE WINNER: Frank Podesta

and get

COMPUTE’: 5 COURSE DINNER
FOR ONLY $1.45
vi:Nt
in.., .\. , ork steak
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by Norman Mailer
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Christmas SOO*
Your Gift of Lle and Breath

1)RE-CHIUSTMAS SALE
DECEAIBER 16 thru 20
featuring

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
$1.96
State Annex Men s Wear
286-1238

470 South 10th

7.407.1.77 .4;,, ..

-47

SUBMARINE
9

20 Varieties
Hot Roast Beef
Hof Sausage
Hot Meatball
Hot Pastrami

Egg Salad
Tuna Salad
Italian Combo
All Types

336 E. William
297-1137
Open 10-10
ALL SANDWICHES TO GO
11-11.11

plc ENTRY BLANK
The Clue Word is:

Christmas
... and after

for

Your List Should Include
ULTRONIC TYPEWRITER

How to play P.I.C.
identity of the photo above. A clue word is hidden in the ads on
this page. Just find the single letter in brackets in each ad and arrange the
letters to form the clue word (anagram style). Clue word MUST be on
Entry Blank.
Fill out the entry blank completely. THE NEW TIE-BRAKER QUESTION
IS: What was tile gas and electric hill (combined) for October for SJS,
excluding the dorms and Spartan (:ity? Please do not bother canipus personnel since the% hale been asked not answer any inquiries.
Bring your entry to Spartan Daily Classifieds office, JC206, and deposit
in the Contest Entry Box. Entries MUST be in by 4 p.m., Thursday, Dec. 19.
Each winner %ill he contacted since this is the last P.I.C. contest this
semester.

Rules:

1. The moot accurate entry will win. In case of two or more comparably accurate answers, the tie-breaker will be used. Persons designated by the
Spartan Daily will have final say in judging accuracy of answers.
2. The Spartan Daily will not be responsible for lost or stolen entries.
3. All complimentary flight passes awarded on P.S.A. expire 90 days after
date pass is issued.
4. Only currently enrolled SJS students or faculty may enter. Persons affiliated with the Spartan Daily or its advertisers are ineligible.
5. Spartan Daily reserves the right to amend rules or make corrections as it
deems necessary.
6. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON.

Give A Book For Christmas
II a book is worth Reading
it is worth Buying.

John Ruskin
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PHONI

$139.50
Royal Portable SAFARI
Full featured deluxe model

$87.50
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OFFICE MACHINES
124 E. San Fernando
293-5283

Every P,110(:* in San Jose
shops at BEI?G’S. for Christmas
Tlie Reason? Fattimis Brand Names, Snell As
Haggar, Van Hensel’. k -I. nil Pendleton.
For The Nes% 17114)1: In Tom]. BERG’S Is Located Just Four Blocks From Campus At 52
South First Street.
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Campus Unrest
After Vacation
By MARSHA GREEN
Carnpus unrest has hit high
school, college and university
students vvith unparalleled fury
during the past year.
With Christmas vacation approaching, campus relations as
shaky as the proverbial "bowl
full of jelly," and dissidents vowing to increase the pressure,
what will returning students find
on Jan. 6? Will the return to
school bring more problems, or
will SDS, like the Vietnamese,
declare a Christmas truce?
The modern Christmas season,
supposed to be a time of peace,
brotherhood and love, has been
decried by many as a product of
the commercWized Establishment, or as Lucy of "Peanuts"
puts it, "Christmas is run by an
Eastern syndicate." It is a modern phenomenon and campus
disturbances appear to he deeply rooted in nuxlern phenomenon.
FIVE STREAMS
California State College Chancellor Glenn Dumke recently
cited five streams which he feels
feed the wave of unrest: the new
breed of students, the faculty
activists, management systems,
special interests and the times
in which we live.
Christmas very- much a part
of the times in which we live,
whirh have fostered changing
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Hopes High
For Future
Of Christmas

attitudes toward religion and
other cultural institutions in recent yews.
LACK OF INVOLVEMENT
A report on campus disturbances by the California Association of Secondary School Administrators put the brunt of the
blame for these changing attitudes on the lack of involvement which today’s student feels
in the institutions of society,
such as the chturh, home, and
school.
If this is so, then Involvement
in the in.stitution of Christmas
must also be diminishing, perhaps moving away from the
structured celebration to fl more
individualized and meaningful
holiday.
Wolfgang Lederer, an assistant
professor of psychiatry at the
University of California at Berkeley, doesn’t believe that there
has been a significant change in
religious views as such in recent
years. "Religion could never furnish any but the most ba.sic and
general principles, the application of which, to the specific
issues of the day or the moment, was always and still is
a matter of moral choice and
dilemma," he said.
RELIGION INDIVIDUAL
A decline in the number of
participants in a structured religion does not necessarily indieate a decline in basic religious
belief. Many psychologists feel
that the current college generation is becoming closer to a state
of individualized, "churchless"
religion.
Whether or not Christmas will
have an influence on campus activities can only be determined
in January. Until then, :Hie ean
only speculate. Campss dissidents haven’t divulged any plans,
if indeed they have any.
At any rate, the spirit of
Christmas does appear to he
changing, and will probably mntinue to change on campuses,
with mom students rejecting
stereotyped notions of Christmas for the freedom to celebrate
the season in their own individual way.

By PAT WANEK
Spartan Daily Feature Editor

DICK BIBLER, originator of the "Liftle Man on
Campus" cartoon which appears on the back
page of every Spartan Daily, drew the above
cartoon exclusively for this Christmas issue of

the Daily. Carol Grinager, Spartan Daily Fedture Editor, was invited to Bibler’s home in Monterey to interview him. See story on page 4.

Where is Christmas? Has it
been lost in the jungle of jingle
bells, White Front’s toy department and traffic jams?
It it’s lost now, what will
it be by the year 2000? Or will
there even be a Christmas?
Looking into the future is no
easy task, but the exciting mystery of it, and the imagination
of the human mind, often forms
pictures and opinions for us to
dream about -- or try to forget.
What will Christmas mean in
2000?
"From this point on a generation will have elapsed and the
meaning will have changed,"
said Dr. Ralph Poblano, SJS
ombudsman. "For us in the
world of higher education, I
hope that Christmas would bring
a spirit of more meaningful
teacher programs and mom
meaningful progTams in the public schools.
HOPE GAP CLOSES
"I would hope the gap between youth and adult is closed
and the spirit of Christmas
would reflect the changes.
"I would hope for the removal of commercialization. And I
would hope that the principles of
Christ would be practiced more
readily and that there would
be community activities depicting them."
Hopes are running high all
over, and SJS students seem no
exception.
"I would hope Christmas will
become less commercialized by
2000, but I don’t think it will,"
said Elaine Gabriel, 22-year-old
senior home economics major.
"It seems to be that tirne of
year children know they can
ask for anything they want, and
that’s all it means to them."
"I agree," commented Carol
Mannina, 20-year-old junior art
major. "I think it will be more
commercialized,
although
I

would hope not. But I don’t see
any other possibility the waY
things are going now."
And there are those who believe the true meaning of Christmas will return.
TRICE MEANING
"By the year 2900 Christmas
should return to its true meaning, that of giving one’s self to
mankind," stated 20-year-old
junior English major Mike Mc
Mahon. "I think certain world
events or crises will take place,
possibly within the next five
or 10 years. By 2000 wars and
overpopulation will have increased the need for deeper understanding between men and
among nations."
The Rev. Leland Keys, Assembly of God, Bethel Church,
believes "We are becoming increasingly paganistic in our way
of lhing and we will continue
this for years to come. But, as
for the true meaning of Christmas, the celebration of the birth
of Christ, we will not get away
from it completely. Eventually
there will be a fresh emphasis
on the true meaning."
INDIVIDUAL DECISION
It would seem that whether
Christmas means a vacation or
an event celebrating the birth
of Christ should be an indhidual decision. We are hit from
all sides with TV commercials,
magazine ads, newspapers with
gigantic full-color advertising
sections sometimes larger than
the news portion of the paper,
moans and groans of gift shopping, and scraping up the cash
to go shopping in the first place.
Then comes Christmas morning. The family tears open the
beautifully wrapped packages
and it’s all over.
Or is it?
"Christmas is what the church
or group of people make it. I
(Continued on page 86)

Views Range From ley to Sorrow

Local Bums Reveal Feelings on Christmas

SITTING ON A PARK BENCH in St. James
Park ix Al unidentified man, possibly a "bum."
I lo is one of a number of local misfortunates

found around San Jose. Lee Sguyres interviewed
some of these "underprivileged bums," asking
what Christmas meant to them.

By LEE SQUVRES
"What are my feelings about
Christmas? . . . " " . . . and I
bring you tidings of great. joy
. " A reporter’s job (Spartan
Daily, believe it or not) is to
report the facts and it is to that.
end which is challenged. Elmer
Schooge, no, and religious fanatic, no.
’My name is Charles Dehammond, 58, from San Jose. I am
an unemployed truck driver.
Christmastime, to me, is finding
the warmest. place to keep my
1mm freezing. Thinkin’
;rho’’, joy makes me plik,"
The assignment: To interview
local San Jose misfortunates -find out what Christmas is like
t.o "the underprivileged hums."
Edward Espinoza. unemployed
salesman, 67, waits on the First
Street and St. James Street
park heneh, gazing at bypassing
Christ mas shoppers hurrying
from the last store to the next.
"Chrishnas, to me, * heaven
...molting which can only be got

by the chosen, and I ain’t one
of them. That is all I want to
say."
Dressed in beard and old knriti,
this rerxwter hoped to find out
what the people who frequented
San Jose parks felt. about the
Christmas season. "Christmas is
rich people buying for rich people, neither of which give a
damn about the other, and a
bunch of other -- ---."
"Christmas is love, I don’t
want to say anymore. Leave me
alone."
Christmas is Whitey’s %oration
from thinking about themselves
to thinkine about nther Whitrys,
It. is a rhange but things will bn
bnek
normal.
Henry W. Sanchez, 59. linen: Moyer handy man, came to San
Jose from Illinois. "It’s warmer
here in California during Christmas. Christmas is a time for
thanking the Gond Lord for all
he has done for Ira. I am grateful
to be out here but I wish I had
a job,"

A LONELY MAN, holding his head in his hands, sits on the
ground in St. James Park. What are his feelings about Christmas/
How will he celebrate it or will
he celebrate it7

Nnotett and kapeI9 ileapet Chrianta4 Tale41-9act oP %He?
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Santa Feels Rudolph
An Incapable Reindeer

Christmas Dropped;
Reasons Unknown
By MICHAEL CRONK
ticipating a drastically reduced
The seriouS repercussions exnumber of long distance phone
1....eied from last week’s ancalls and persons traveling to
nouncement concelling of Christvisit during the holiday.
mas already is beginning to beOne bright spot in the trans.
come apparent.
portation area war; filed in a
Although reasons for last
report by the National Auto
week’s decision not to have
Safety Association recent I y
Christmas this year is still a
when it -announced that the
matter of speculation, the conelimination of Christmas this
sequences. have been emerging
year will make the highways
in the past several days.
Two days ago the National less congested and the yearly
national death toll will drop to
Retail Association reported that
rut all-time low.
retail stores throughout the nation had been caught with their
EFFECT ON CHILDREN
sales receipts down. They expect
Perhaps the most consequenthe lowest late-year sales perkx1
tial result of the deletion of
in history and fear gigantic
Christmas, hmvever, is yet io
losses in total year net profit.
mme. The consequence is the
Christmas being the largest conefbs.t it will have upon thechiltributor to profit dollars.
when they learn that Santa
The association further re- dren
isn’t coming this year. Pro and
p,rted it anticipated retail stores
con speculation on child reaction
will not hire part-time help,
is being discussed. Some ixtrents
t ra.litional for the busy buying
are relieved that they will not
,e..son. and may even have to
have to spend as much money
some full-time employees.
this year. while other parents
I: tile cancellation cif Christmas
are afraid that they’ll be unable
.s perpetuated indefinitely, the
to keep their kids in line with
rel.ort concluded, the continued
the old threat of no Christmas.
rowth of retail stores is grim.
One father interviewed in a
BUNINES.S GRIM
survey expressed joy at the cancellation by saying, "Now those
E\ en more grim Icerms the
kids will learn they can’t get
i ..m.ness picture, If Santa Claus
something for nothing in this
set his wheels in motion,
world. I’ve always felt that kids
ne.ther does important business
were on the take - being bribed
roduct ion. Economic experts
when Christmas came around."
arned that a no-Christ A Harvard is;ychologist feels
year weuld slide this counthat the cancellation will have
try into a serious recession.
a serious effect on the children’s
With no buying, praluction will
psyches. In his statement, Dr.
to be cut down accordingO. Boyd said that "to those chil*. and with it will come further
dren who have learned to beunemployment problems.
come accustomed to Christmas
The industries most expected
it will have the most harm PsYto stiffer severe lass and possible
chologically. They skill feel they
future and permanent reduced
are being punished unduly. They
production are toy manufacturwill be confu.sed and will sufers and Christma.s tree cutters.
fer psychological disorientation.
The loss in dollars will be stagTaking Christmas away from
gering.
them is like taking the security
LigliOr sales are expected to
suffer also, but top executives blanket away from Linus."
The only institution expected
of the liquor business are not
to carry on business as u.sual
its concerned about the cancellais the church. For undisclosed
tion of Christmas as are other
reasons the church has not yet
industries. As one liquor official
been affected by the Christmas
put it, "Of course we’re uncancellation arid many observers
happy there’ll be no Christmas
feel this is because religion
this year. Our sales will suffer
seems to be the one organization
this year because vve make our
that hasn’t become dependent
biggest profits during holiday
upon Christmas economically.
seasons such as Christmas and
But whatever does or doesn’t
New Year’s. But let’s not kid
COMC of this non -Christmas year
ourselves, the people are just gothere is every indication that it
ing to find another excuse or
will be an interesting and unholiday for boozing it up at this
usual year.
time of year."
A good or bad year? No one
Bell Telephone and all the mawill know until early into next
jor airline and train companies
their
belts,
year.
allare tightening

By JIM BROADY

Foreit.,an Students Enjoy
Christmas in San Jose
By RAY GILEs
Fur most of the 500 foreign
students here at San Jose State,
Christmas this year will be an
American one spent in the San
Jose area.
The sixteen day Christmas and
New Year’s holiday, traditionally the gayest season of American year, will find foreign students from 52 different countries participating in the customs of the "gente de los Estado
Unidos."
Through the Friendship Family Program, sponsored by the
International Student Center,
more than 200 students will be
visiting in San Jose area homes
periodically over the holidays.
"We have a waiting list from
the community for dinner visits,
day visits and weekend visits."
says Terry Pelinga, director of
the ISC, 174 S. 13th St.
According to Mrs. Pelinga,
"We have been able thus far to
meet the needs of the foreign
students, both those in apartments and dorms."
While many of the students
have the financial resources tu

SDS Strikes Fat Santa
it:% RICHARD BATTEN
Associate FAUtor
Two weeks before Christmas
etc a group of Santa’s elves
calling itself SDS (Striking
liwarf Society, attempted to
it down the fat man’s North
ttrk,liop and prevent de-

liveries.
A group of elves, objecting
to the title "Santa’s little helpers," and carrying signs reading "Elves are Beautiful" tried
to take over a back section of
the workshop. They taunted the
eltes who remained at their

Look, ’you Wye thoie,elves an. eighth of an inch
they’re ’going to take a fOot

jobs, screaming at them that
they were all "Happy Hollics."
Several Molotov cocktails were
thrown one night at Santa’s
house. Fortunately, the blitzing
aspirin bottles fell harmless
against the stately North Pole
residence.
The elves claimed they resorted to violence because Santa
had refused to meet their demands when presented peacefully. The elves demanded an
elf foreman be appointed and
the current foreman, a distimt
relative of Mr. Claus, be fired.
The elves also objected to the
construction of war toys and
dolls bigger than the tallest
elf in the settlement.
Mr. Claus, responding to the
elves’ demands, cried, "I’m just
following orders, I’m just following orders," referring to
lists submitted by department
stores.
The elves ignored Santa’s explanations. They entered workshops, forcefully evicting the
working elves, or yelling obscenities vvhen they were too many
of them to push around.
A riot broke out one day between the strikers and the working elves. Their shouts and
screams were so boisterous they
could be heard for yards.
After a few days of the strike,
and a little violence and vandalism, including various fires
amund tile workshops (the
matches were quickly extinguished under Santa’s boot Mr.
Claus got fed up with trying to
be a nice guy and tanned the
living daylights out of evety
striking elf. Rubbing their sore
bottoms, the rebels quietly returned to the workshops.

go off skiing or travel OM’ thP
many, according to
Mrs. Pelinga, are "very bad off."
To meet the need, the ISC has
started a drive to gather food.
Donations are being accepted
at the Center.
Another holiday problem foreign students face is t,he possibility that a dormitory on. campus may not be open. And, "It’s
very hard to find a family. to
take a student for two vveeks,"
Mrs. Pelinga reported.
hOildi*s,

Santa Claus shuffled resolutely down the icy trail leading
from his cabin to the cozy stable
of the reindeer. The white fur
trim of his suit, still dingy for
want of a 1967 washing, blended
with the trampled snow covering the training ground in front
of the stable.
Pausing outside the thick redwood doors, Santa contemplated
his mission. With a troubled
shrug, he then strode into the
large, warm room.
"Can I speak to you for a
moment, Blitzen?" he ventured.
The craggy -featured reindeer
quickly backed out of his cubicle UM approached Santa
reverent ly.
"Listen, Blitzen," Santa began,
his snowy beard moving in
unison with his voice. "You know
I wouldn’t do anything to harm
the esprit de corps we’ve managrd to build up over the years,
and I wouldn’t purposely hurt
the team’s feelings, right?"
"Right, Santa," said Blitzen.
"Okay. Then what I’m about
to say shouldn’t stiain our relationship." Santa kicked distractedly at a chunp of straw,
and said. "The plain fact is, Rudolph is too damn old and feeble
to guide the sleigh this year!"
The grey-muzzled beast snorted a surprised "Holy Christnuis
Boss!", causing the other reindeer to jerk their antlers clear
of the stall board, with feedbags
flapping.
"Shhh," hissed Santa. "I don’t
want this to get spread around.
Bad publicity, you know."
The animal obediently lowered
his tone to a questioning snuffle. "But Santa, you, of all people imow that Rudolph is the
oldest and most famous sleigh puller of us all! Why, the only
reason I was voted captain of
the team this year was because

Rudolph pulled up lame after
Christmas, and couldn’t practice
rooftop take-offs with us any
more."
"I know all that, Blitzen," said
Santa, and his eyes twinkled in
remembrance of the many wintry nights spent ghosting through
star-strewn skies, a single glowing red beacon at the head of the
tearn. beckoning in the dark.
"Yes, I know all that," he repented with a sigh. "But the
point is, he wouldn’t even be
able to finish the trip this year,
if he does start. He might make
it as far as Portland, or maybe
even San Francisco, but I’d lay
odds that he’d be finished before 2 a.m.!"
"We’d start to take off one of
those California rooftops, and
sure as Christmas is coming,
he’d catch a hoof on a coping
tile and drag the whole team
down on top of a Salvation Army
band!"
"But Rudolph is only five
years older than me," said Blitzen, almost in tears, "and I’m
fit for another 20 years or more
of Christmas joy."
"You’ve got to realize, Blitzen," said Santa, "that you have
not lived the unhealthy, coopedUp life that Rudolph has."
’’His last 10 years have. been
spent solely in his private stable behind my cabin, making
scrapbooks
n ti reminiscing
about the good old days. If he’d
torn himself away long enough
to work out with the team once
in a while, he might not have
aged so fast."
"I have noticed that his nose
hasn’t glowed as brightly the
last three seasons," said Blitzen.
"Right," agreed Santa. "I
can barely make it out in a light
snowstorm, much less the smog
of Los Angeles!"
"But what will happen to Ru-

For Minority Students

Meaning of Christmas
By JOHN LETO1URNEAU
For most Americans Christmas is El tiMe to be happy and
you receive all your presents.
This is not so if you are a minotity in this country.
Most Mexican -American and
Black students on this campus
have not had the Christmas that
is portrayed in today’s commercial world. The reason is that
they cannot compete vvith the
White person for their children’s
gifts.
For Black children Christmas
is basically the same in culture
as their religion is not much
different. The only difference
is that the Black person receives
far less gifts than the little
White boy that is the same age.
For most Mexican -Americans
the culture is different as they
come from a different country.
This is the only vvay that they
differ with Black people. In
Mexico and here most emphasis

is put on giving the gifts instead of receiving.
Esther Martinez, 22, senior
sociology major from Los Angeles, has lived in this country
all of her life, but she shares the
culture left by her ancestors in
Mexico.
She commented that the families all get together and exchange gifts. "Sometimes only
Christmas cards will be handed
out as gifts, but everybody is
happy and nobody seems left
out." She added, "In this country,
the children feel left out if they
didn’t get what they wanted."
That is why Miss Martinez
says that the American way of
Christmas is not good. ’There
is not as much friendship or religion involved in Christmas in
the American way," she says.
Besides the gathering of the
families in Mexico, the people
celebrate the Navidad which is
concluded Jan, 5.

BLESSED little children include San Jose State
College Head Start Leadership Training Program students (I. +o r.) Adolf Cortex, Yolanda
Manuel
Cosey, Michael Garcia, Maurice
Lope: and Rubin Hill. Don’t you hope their

This is where the three wise
men arrive and give the gifts
to the Christ child. "We celebrate
this more than the actual birth
of Christ for the reason that it
has the meaning of giving more
than receiving." However, Miss
Martinez says that most people
from another country like Mexico get "hung up" with the commercialism in the American
Christmas. "This is aLso bad because they forget their homeland and how most everybody is
poor back in Mexico."
Ever since she was a little girl
Miss Martinez hda it drilled in
her head that giving was far
more important than receiving. "Most people feel that way,
but do not practice what they
preach. We never thought of
Santa Claus bringing us gifts.
We just thought of Christmas
as another joyous event where
we got a few presents and gave
a few to our relatives."

faces glow with excitement Christmas morn/
Make these and other children in this program
happy; put a present under their tree, Contact
Mrs. Joan Tramel, child laboratory, HEI4.

dolph if he isn’t allowed to guide
us this year?" asked Blitzen,
"He’ll be a much healthier
reindeer," said Santa, "mainly
because he’ll have a reason to
give up the booze completely."
"Booze?" shrieked Blitzen.
"How do you figure he develuped that famous glowing nose
in the first place, Blitzen? Be
realistic."
Again, Santa’s eyes began to
twinkle as he said, "Years ago,
Rudolph staggered in here from
an Eskimo camp. He said that
they had forced firewater. down
his throat, and for the same reason that it makes my cheeks
rosy, it male his nose glow
cherry reci!"
"Well, we both agreed that he
could provide the team with a
great deal of security, not to
mention publicity, if we could
only get him smashed enough
each year to make his nose glow.
"Ruciolph’s potential had only
one drawback. Ever since that
first cold night, he’s had a violent aversion to spirits and we’ve
had to tlu.ow a party for two in
my cabin before he could choke
the stuff down. That’s why we’re
both always merry and gay on
Christmas Eve. It’s not all holiday mood!"
"Now, Blitzen," said Santa,
feeling much better now that the
story was out in the open. "Wct
have got to get together and
pick a new permanent leader."
"Donder and Cupid won’t be
happy with a change in leadership," said the reindeer.
"We’ll just have to convince
them," said Santa, "that what
we need is a progressive leader
who will promote the best interests of the team, and also be
able to work up a good red nose
in the right situations."
"Yes," mused Blitzen, oblivious
to Santa’s implication.%
"By the way," assured Santa,
"don’t fear for Rudolph’s happiness in his retirement. He’ll
have his old stall to putter in,
and all his memories to cherish."
"Now, Blitzen," he coaxed,
"let’s go up to my place and discuss this leadership thing over
one of my wife’s excellent martinis."

Holidays
Bring Joy
To Young
By JANET HOTHERSALL
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Blessed are the little children playing in the sand boxes,
swinging through the air trying
to touch the treetop, zooming
down the slide so carefree,
climbing the jungle gym maze,
or listening to their teacher read
"Winnie the Pooh."
Blessed are the children from
war, student strife, the isms and
powers of the adult world.
Blessed are the children who
bring joy and happiness to
Christmas. See their faces glow
with excitement when they
write their letters to Santa
Claus or sit on his knee. "I want
a doll, a fire engine, a bike, an
erector set, a teddy bear, a
train," they rattle off joyou.sly.
And their lists of goodies never
end.
Hear their 0000hs and aaaahs
when the Christmas tree is
adorned with popcorn and cranberry strings, tinsel and colored lights.
Watch them anxiously pull
their mother’s apron or father’s
slacks in askance, "How long to
Christmas." "Very soon, next
Wednesday, little ones." Mom
and Dad patiently murmur, for
the millionth time.
Then on Christmas morn, the
children scurry down the hall
to see what Santa left. Faces
beaming, wonderous thoughts
dancing through their heads, the
children reach the living room,
where gaily wrapped presents
are heaped beneath the tree.
Look, listen to the children’s
happiness, as they open their
present; the scent permeates
the room, ensnaring the grownups.
Warm exuberance blankets the
home, Everyone become a child
of merriment ... Christmas has
come to pass.
Bless the little children!
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Like to Learn to Ski?
Don’t Count on Roondei

Not I rut prent
There is nothing irreverent in
writing Xmas for Christmas.
The use of X in the word is no
mat k of disrespect; it stands for
the Greek letter X or chi, the
rst letter of the Greek Christes.

By RICK ANDERSON
Skiing, the editor wanted a
story on skiing.
"Sure," the reporter enthused.
"My roommate is a skier and
he’s going to teach me so I’ll
have a great story on the trials
and tribulations of learning to
ski."
The reporter-novice skier had
one month before the Big Weekend. He talked ski with everybody who would listen. He egpecially talked ski with Steve
(the roommate who skis).
Steve explained the advantages of metal skis uer epoxy
and wood skis. "Metals are fastest," he said. "Epoxy skis are
faster than woods and woods
are the slowest."
"It’s best to learn on a shorter ski because they’re easier
to maneuver," Steve explained.
"On the first day, invest the
five dollars it costs to get a lesson from a qualified instructor,
that way you’ll have a good beginning."
CAREER BEGINS
The beginning of the reporter’s ski career was three weeks
away. Inflamed with the roommate’s glowing accounts of powder, parallel and the skin-tight
ski pants of the after-ski snow
bunnies, he descended upon the
local ski shops and department
stores with the voracity or a
snowplow 1/I January.
First on the novice’s list was
Macy’s ski department. "Are
Heads really the best?" he asked
naively. "No, son, Harts are,"
the ski salesman answered secretively with his hand at the
side of his mouth (Macy’s stocks
neither Harts nor Heads and the
salesman obviously wanted to
keep his job).
He took his new knowledge
home and Steve explained that
skiers have favorite brands and
each one will say a different
ski is best. Steve is a Head man,
the salesman is a Hart man.
There are also Kneissel men, but
the reporter hasn’t met any of
those.
ENTHUSIASM SPREADS
Now, the enthusiasm of ski
people no matter what brand
they ride, is so infectious that
by this time the novice had
even had a ski dream. It was
only a beginner’s dream, but a
ski dream nevertheless and it
made something click in his
boggled non-ski brain.
The click in the brain, the
reporter realized, was the stainless-steel click of a step-in ski
reporter had
binding the
skiing in his heart and in his
blood. He had only to let it
manifest itself through his body
and he would, presto change
a skier!
"Skis, I must have skis," the
novice drooled like Dr. Frankenstein hunting another body. "But

where will I get them? I Mtn
get new Heads from one to two
hundred dollars," he mused.
"But if I do that, I won’t have
enough to finish school this semester."
Luckily, the reporter came
LICEOSS an advertisement fur skis
at a local discount house. It was
at the crowded pre-Christmas
sale of a turnstile-enclosed spirting goods section that he saw
Them.
SKI SHOPPING
They were long - - 215 shining
centimeters of beautiful black
snow -bound epoxy. They were
the top of the discount house’s
ski selection. An extra-added attraction: they were last year’s
stock and cost only $30 -- just
half of last year’s price.
Next on the novice’s agenda
were ski boots. For these he
went to a ski shop, where he
saw rack after rack of stiffarticled boots, the kind the skiers
wear. "Look for good ankle support," Steve had said.
With this In mind. he tried on
boot after boot and finally came
to a lace-up pair that would have
done der Burgermeister justice.
"You don’t want those," the
salesgirl chided. "It’ll take you
all day to lace those things up;
buckle boots are better." She
added that buckle boots are more
expensive, but the time saved in
putting them on is worth the
cost.
Not to be duped into spending
more than necessary, the reporter thanked the girl for her
help and took the lace boots
anyway.

trimmed, or no one could go.
Steve explained to the reporter
With slaiont-straight logic. Sto,
started with the last skier invited and canceled each one’s
reservation. Tite reporter was
third from the last, and was
told kindly that there would ix)
another ski trip.
If there is a moral to the
story, it goes something like
this: Never let the enthusiasm
of a skier who tries to cram
seven people into a Volkswagen
get you down. Sure, he blew that
weekend for you, but look at it
this way -- he infected you with
the ski bug. Besides that. like he
said, "Wow, vve’ve gOt ail Christmas vacation to ski!"

SMART STUDENTS
SAVE S S $

A

COLLEGE SKI ENTHUSIASTS will bP taking advantage of Christmas vacation to out some
time in on their beloved sport. However, Rick
Anderson, in his ski story, gives the novice

BALLET DE
MADRID
WITH:

Ana Martinez
Paco De Magala
Direct from Casa Madrid
On Broadway
-Wiinelico al

Sunday only
q GOOD FOOD

60 BEERS

THE NEW TANGENT
117 University, Palo Alto
Info. & Res. 325-8488
Minors Welcome
..cocouces000tedr.eztv

skier a few tips on clothing, boots, and skis. His
main warning is: Be sure you have a way to the
snow; don’t count on your roommate!

WOULD YOU BELIEVE
SAVINGS OF S504150
ON CAR INSURANCE?
If during your COLLEGE or HIGH
SCHOOL Spring Semester, you
received a "B"
qualify for thls SCH.:0%A’ "SuTrCill
DISCOUNT. Phone today!

PAUL SCOLA
I

’4
65 W. Hamilton, Campbell
378-4123
********

STATE ANNEX
"Cock & Bull Specials"
PRE-CHRISTMAS DAYS

GALE

ALMOST READY
The reporter was almost
ready. He bought the step-in
bindings he had heard click in
his dream two weeks before.
He found the ski poles that fit
him. (Poles should reach the
floor when they’re held upside
down, with the arm bent at a
45-degree angle).
And for the final touch, he
bought a pair of supersoft, cranberry red thermal socks the
kind you wish you could wear
outside yottr boots so everybody
else could enjoy them. too.
After attending the SJS Ski
Club’s "how-to" meeting for beginners, where he learned what
to expect the first day in the
snow, the reporter decided he
was pretty advanced for a nonskier and could relax until the
Big Weekend.
The Big Weekend was only
one day away when the reporter discovered the one flaw in
his program. Steve, in his enthusiasm, had imited seven people on the ski trip, This would
have been fine. but the ski car
was a VVV sedan and it only had
one ski rack.
The load of skiers had to be
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SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
Choose from wide
assortment of solids,
plaids and tattersalls

NOW..

Lambswool V-neck pullover
made to retail at $15.95

SWEATERS ...
Crew necks

now 5.33

V-necks

now 6.33

Turtle necks

now 7.33

1 96
I
U
Cheater- jacket with
stand-up collar and raglan sleeves

JACKETS ...
made of long-wearing,
water repellant dacron
and cotton poplin

NOW 386

FIVE DAYS ONLY!
Many other items too numerous to advertise at drastic reductions
All Sales Final
No Refunds
No Exchanges
Bank Credit
Cards Welcome

[DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 A.M.
’TIL MIDNITE

December 16-20

No Phone
Orders
No Holdovers
No Layaways
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’Do-It-Yourself’ Enthusiast
Can Build Nativitv Scene
%Won
spartaii Dail) statt Writer
This is the week which brilIL:s
joyous thoughts to the minds or
most students.
Christmas vacation is almost
here.
For those students breed on
Monday, try this enjoyable way
to spend Christma.s vacation.
Build your own nativity scene
- - harm scratch.
The first thing to do is gather
the proper materials. To start
with, obtain a large sheet of
plywood, some two-by-fours and
some chicken wire.
L’sing the two-by-fours as
legs, make a table with the plywood as the ten Next, the
chicken wire should be stretched
owl the plyw(sxl. liills should
be formed in the back and slope
gently dinen to a level plain in
the front.
Take some burlap sacks and
soak them in plaster of
the sacks
Then by

’Little Man’ Cartoonist
Says Morals Changing

oer the chicken svire, a model
of Bethlehem’s layout will unfold.
Next the hills should be
painted. A simple stable should
also be constructed. If bark is
peeled off a tree, it makes a
,good looking roof for the stable.
Straw should tie spread on the
bottom of the barn-bke structure.
A sky has to be made next.
Take a large sheet of cardboard
and paint it blue -black. Then
paste on fluorescent stars. A
north star with a light and a
lighted angel over the stable
should also be used.
If a student is really artistic,
figures can be carved. But most
people find it easier to buy
figures of Joseph, Mary, the
Wise Men and the many animals
needed to complete the scene.
After the nativity scene is
complete, enjoy the feeling of
vvatching people come by and admire your handy work.

EDITOR’S NOTE: The author of this
article was invited to the Montrey
home of Dick Bible,. "Little Man on
Campus" cartoonist end art depart.
men} chairman at Monterey Peninsula College, for an exclusive interview with him.
By CAROL, GRINAGER
Christmas Edition Editor

DICK BIBLER
... ’Little Man’ Cartoonist

Busy Holidays
For Sororities
By MIMI I:SCAR:V/1
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Term papers and midterms
are not the only things occupying a sorority girl’s mind before Christmas vacation.
Giving and sharing also enter
their social activity. Eight of
the sororities on campus have
planned Christmas philanthropy
projects from parties to collecting toy’s.
The ladies of Alpha Chi

"’PAC! Fl
TRA
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THE "GUARDSMAN"
BY PACIFIC TRAIL
Perfect foil for foul weather! Sturdy Wear.Dated’ poplin of
50% Blue C Polyester, 50% rayon, guaranteed for a year’s wear
by Monsanto. Warmly lined with Acrilan pile, topped with knit
flip-up storm collar. Wash ’n wear.
Avocado, steel blue. Sizes 36 to 46.

S20.00

KETTMANN’S
1530 Santa Clara
()pen 9:30 tii 6:30
& Fri. ’til p.m.
Dee. 22
I ii -t
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For The Girl
Who Has Everything
The most unique gift from the
vicious killer shark. Pierced earrings
with beautiful shark teeth drops. Be
first with shark teeth earrings. 14 K
gold. $4.9S. No C.O.D.’s
Eastern Sale
Promotion
2560 South Ocean Shore Blvd.
Dept. 1003
Flegler Beach, Florid 32010

"I know the way home
with my eyes closed:
Then yOu know the way too well.
Because drkanq an old familiar route can Make yOU
drov,sy, even when you’re rested.
When that happens. pull over, take a break
and take IwO NoDozn Action Aids.. They’ll help you
drive home with your eyes open.
NoDoz Action Alchl. No car should be without them. tier

ga are rvorking with the Jerry
Lewis Muscular Distrophy
Drive. Each member of the sorority’ is passing out cannisters
to different stores in the area
and will pick them up after
Christmas, Lynn Houston said.
A Christmas party for underprivileged children in the San
Jose area is being given by Alpha Omicron Pi. Gloria Westrom, chairman, said the annual
th( AOPi house
party is held
viith cartoons, cookies, cardy,
punch and presents for the children.
ALPHA PHI
The ladies of Alpha Phi are
also haying a party for underprivileged children. A Santa
Claus will distribute gifts to the
20, five to seven year-olds while
being entertained by a puppet
show and stuffed with candy.
punch and cookies.
Other house activities, according to Jill Becknell, included the
Mother’s Club brunch and a party for the girls in the house.
Swinging for 108 hours and
collecting toys is the Chi Omega
Sorority’s project this year. The
women worked with the men of
Sigma Nu on their annual
Swing-a-Thon.
Every night during the week
of Dec. 2 to 6, floret seven to
nine live bands played on llth
Street, Men and women from
Sigma Nu and Chi Omega swung
continuously while accepting donations of toys for the Marines’
Toys For Tots campaign.
Delta Gamma sorority and
SigTha Phi Epsilon are putting
on a Christmas party for blind
children.
The parents of the children
are invited to come and stay
during the party while the children receive gifts from Santa
Claus and cat ice cream and
calce.
SINGING IN HOMES
Singing to local convalescent
homes in San Jose’s Eastside
is the pmject for the women of
Delta Zeta. Besides singing the
women also present gifts to the
patients Sandy Meyers said.
A Christmas tree, presents and
refreshments will be given by
the ladies of Kappa Alpha Theta
and men of Sigma Alpha F:psiIon to three-to-six -year-olds.
Suzanne Arlette said the 20
chiklren am picked up by the
houses and brought back for an
afternoon of games and song.
Sigma Kappa sorority is donating their Christmas tree to
a local orphanage. At the presentation the ladies will sing
and hand out gifts to the children.
Marlene Cocity, chairman, also
said that a special gift for their
adopted orphan in Virginia is being planned.
The Signias will have their
annual house t’hristmas party
with a band, refreshments and
stockings for each of the ladies’
dates to end the mond of Christmas events
During Christina,. vaeation
the sorority members will finish their term papers.

After competely messing up
his direction.s, I finally arrived
at cartoonist Dick Bibler’s home.
which is minutes from the heart
of Monterey, yet out in the
count ry.
The pleasant -faced man met
me at the bottom of the hill,
and then we drove back up to
his home where I met his wife,
Carolyn. Before I began interviewing Bibler, we discussed the
situations at SJS and San Francisco State. They also showed
me pictures of their children
Ellen, 12; Mark, 16; and Susan,
who were all gone for the
17
day.
"Come (m outside," said the
46-year-old "Little Man on Campu.s" cartoonist, and lie began to
show me around his huge yard.
He led me over to where a beautiful quer ter hors e narned
"Penny" was standing near a
stable.
"I generally spend the entire
sununer writing cartoons so that
I can teach during school," he
said. "But this summer I spent
four weeks building this stable."
I also found out that there
were many other things in Bibler’s yard - Red Delicious and
Golden Delicious apple trees.
pltun trees, walnut trees, grape
vines, chickens, rabbits and
doves.
SO MANY BIRDS
"We have so many birds because someone is always bringing us one that is wounded arid
the kids take care of it," he
said.
Finally, the congenial man
showed me his studio, which was
supposedly a garage at onetime. "I sit on the couch when I
draw." he told me. "I don’t have
a fancy drawing board."
"Penciling and inking the cartoons takes ono to one and a half
hours," said Bibler, who is currently the art department chairman at Monterey Peninsula College. "It is the ideas that take

time -- sometimes hours or even
days and days."
"Right now I haven’t had an
idea in about a week," he admitted. "Last week when the
trouble broke out at San Francisco State, I managed to get
four or five ideas."
Bibler started his cartooning
career at th eage of 23 at the
University of Kansas when,
after winning a contest, the college newspaper informed him
that they wanted him to draw
one a (lay. So draw one cartoon
for four years.
a day he did
That’s an awful lot of cartoons!
"I planned to quit drawing the
cartoon after college, but many
people wrote and told me to
keep drawing," he said. Bibler
figured that so fill’ he has drawn
between 3000-4000 cartoons.
Surprisingly. Bibler said cartooning "is not what I would
call a profitable bu.siness. I
couldn’t begin to think of supporting myself with cartooning
mainly because of the material
costs. However, I enjoy doing it
and I’d rather do it than teach
summer school for extra money."
AO CARTOONS A YEAR
He related that he draws
about KO cartoons each summer
for the coming school year, but
that only about 20 per cent of
these are used. Currently, he has
:325 schools running his cartoons,
each taking an average of 18-25
cartoons.
"I am sort of playing to an
unkrunvn. unseen audience," he
stated. "I don’t know how they
react."
"I feel that I’m a little behind the times. I don’t Icnow if
students want funny things or
cartoons that are more politically biting."
"Even things I thought were
risque are no longer risque. For
instance, cartoons with girLs and
guys living together were once
funny, but now this is happening in dorms. To a guy bringing
a girl in anytime of the day or
night, this no longer appears
funny."

Bibler revealed that he’s "in
bad shape for material if the
things that were immoral 10
years ago aro moral now." One
school stopped running his carthey said there was
toons
nothing wrong with them, but
they wanted the space for political cartoons.
"It is kind of sad that everything students think about has
to be serious," said Bibler, shaking his heart. "We shouldn’t lose
our sense of humor during this
perks’ when there is strife on
the campus."
ATTENDED STANFORD
The cartoonist, who attended
graduate school at Stanford and
majored in art, stated that "My
clay may soon come," concerning
his cartooning career. He said
that the average comic. strip has
a 20-year popularity span.
"One out of every eight cartoons 1 consider a good idea. the
rest are passable. Readers will rethe rest they
member one
will look at, smile, and forget
it."
Bibler. who jogs seven and a
half miles a day and is trying
for a total of 3000 miles this
year. teaches design. drawing,
sketch. and painting.
When told that the interview
would be in the Christmas
edition of the newspaper, he
made this comment about the
holiday: "1 imagine every generation is going to say Christmas isn’t what it used to be - not because the meaning has
changed, but because they themselves have changed."
When Blister told me, "I really am kind of straight, though
I hope I don’t show it in my
cartoons." I replied that he
needn’t worry about his popularity at SJS.
"I can’t remember how many
times," I told him, "that a student has said to me, ’Why don’t
you put something good in the
Spartan Daily -- the only thing
worth reading is the "Little Man
on Campus" cartoon’s"
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Home Econ Club
To Aid Children
Over Christmas

OLD TOWN THEATRE
PRESENTS

"The Fan fasticksII
This sparkling musical scored one of thi,
resounding off-Broadway successes in New
theatre history, running over 6 years . . .
Completely sold out October 4th and 5th
when first produced at the Old Town Theatre.
"The Fontesticis" will be presented again by
A special family tree!
popular requesf . .
fee. all b.+ 1ke very
P.M.
DEC. 20 & 21 9:00
$2.50
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
Tickets at Old Town, Macy’s and Sears
PHONE: 354-6601
LOS GATOS
SO UNIVERSITY AVENUE

Phi Upsilon Omicron, the
Home Economics honorary fraternity, will be making Christmas stockings for about 75
children in the San Jose area in
cooperation with Friends Outside.
Friends Outside is a volunteer organization to help the
families of men serving time in
state prisons. Wives of the convicts have organized fund-raising activities to buy Christmas
presents for their children.
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SALES

SERVICE

RENTALS
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Rent and be sure . . .
At the Wildcat Ski Shop you can be
assured that the rentals you get will
add to your safety and skiing enjoyment. New buckle boots and
step-in bindings are standard
at Wildcat. We feature Fischer, metal,
and wood skis tailored with the safest
bindings available to MOO’ your skiing
ability. We also have group rates so
come to Wildcat and Step into the
best equipment on the market.
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Christmas Cuisine

Holy Kidney
EDITOR’S NOTE, Tom McKinney,
30, is the husband of Spartan
Daily Staff Writer, Ba.-bara McKinney, and a former SJS student.
McKinney, who had some of his
original recipes published in the
Jabbarwock last year, currently is
writing a cookbook on the prepara
tion of viscera.
By T. D. SleKINNEY
Each Christmas season begins
its attack on the spirits of classroom peoples in sueh a way as
to waylay temporarily the terrible grip that the academy
holds on brains, hearts, lungs,
adrenal glands and kidneys.
Campus faces arc caught beaming in their abrupt relinquishment of the starchier and more
fruitless "essentials" of regular
classroom "progress." Why, even
campus policemen ate found
grinning in the special kind of
binocular levity that Christmastime brings to them. The campus
scream breaks out into a sensual
itch, vvith unguents and warming concoctions passed around.
As the soul of the academy turns
nostalgically to its store of
juices, sweets and goodmeats of
the season, compositions begin
to emerge appropriately in the
Christmas Cuisine.
of
form
ye to Holy Kidney! It will fill
HARKEN! HARKEN! Harken
your G.I. tract with queer cheer
and give you back your G.I. tract
warmly greased and sweetened
for Christmas. HEAR! HEAR!
HEAR ME. &IS
Hear me, people of SJS. Here
is a menu that I composed for
Sisters-to-be, while employed a.s
a hasher in a convent during
Christmas, 1963.
The disine goodness of this
Yuletide encounter attains from
the rich grey succulence of the
properly prepared beef or Iamb
kidney.
Since our tract -home -transcendental heritage has imbued us
with much idiosyncratic aversion, complicated by a great
amount of culinary ignorance
concerning the chewing and
swallowing of organs including
this, the prince of the middle
viscera, the opportunity of its
correct preparation affords a
heavy gastronomic breakthrough.

1i’t
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EDIBLE ICON
In tesbunent to this, the
sensual groans and strutters of
your eating partners in the
course of their internalization of
this gut magnet of a dish will
parboil souls in a unique mystique that decries interpretations, Fur me it has been deeply
religious. It is indeed a real
edible icon.
-

HOLY KIDNEY
BLUEPRINT:
A. 13eef ur lamb kidneys separated into segments, crucified on wooden skewers and
sauteed adjoinevily with fruit
and vegetable accompaniments on all sides, and laid
to rest, finally, on a thorny
bed of spiced rice.
B. A lovely salad of "Peach on
Eart h."
A speat bovvl of raisins for
sprinkling.
D. Hot buns and honey.
E. Persimmon pudding for dessert.
INGREDIENTS:
2 beef or 4 Iamb kidnys (Iamb
is heavenly)
10 small onions
6 carrots
1 lb. dry rice
1 Tbsp. saffron
1 Tsp. thyme
1 head crisp lettuce
1 lb. raisins
4 firm apples
6 ripe persirrunons
1 large can halved peaehes
Small jar honey
Small jar maraschino cherries
1 daz. buns
1 jug of good local red
burgundy
1 packet of wooden skewers
(found at Japanese markets,
or you can make them)
Some additi on a I Christmas
cruchies of your choice.
PREPARATION:
The preparation Ls quite simple and cooking time totals no
more than 45 minutes.
Begin by loosening you,r mind
well with several large glasses
of red eye, followed by an other
happiness agents in hand. Okay.
Place large pot of water on
burner and bring to boil. In the
naeuritime, clean and cut carrots
in 2-inch lengths and par-boil for
6 minutes and remove from pot.
Peel and cut apples and onions
to skewerable sizes while the
carrots are cooking and reserve
in pile, In a 2-quart pot place
2 cups washed rice and add the
saffron and thyme and 3 cups of
water. Turn heat on low and
cook covered for 25 minutes.
Throw kidneys on cutting board
and amputate segments into
nice skewerable pieces. Do thts
by cutting kidney in half lengthwise, trimming away fat and
then cutting sidewise. Push into
pile of skewerables. Lay out the
skewers and begin skevvering
first a carrot piece, then a kidney, then an onion, an apple, etc.,
until used up. Now make the
"Peach-on Earth" and the persimmon pudding.
Place peach halves in a large
shallow dish in which you have
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Toys Needed
For Children
Tutors in Operation SIIARE
are looking for toys to give to
the Santa Clara County children
they are tutoring, who otherwise may receive no gift at
Christma.s.
Toys and games in good condition may be brought to Barracks 14 anytime before Christmas vacation. Eighty ixtr cent of
the children tutored are under
13 years old.

Christmas, the first edition of
6,000 copies sokt out entirely the
first day.
- The kind of Christmas one
had during the Civil War years
depended on where you vs:ere. Because the North was in better
shape economically, you probably
fared better there, physically and
emotionally. If you were in the
South, a piece of corned beef
for your Christmas dinner in
1864 would cost $50. Turkeys
went at prices from $50 to $100,
and candy cost $8 per pound.
Not many Southern families had
cheery Christmas dinners that
dismal year.
A Christmas observance that
long survived in L’urope wa.s one
that the cattle, at 1 o’clock on
Christmas morning, whenever
they were free to do so, would
turn their heads to the east and
get 110WIl on their knees to worship the King that was born in
a stable.

1

Peace*
Love*
and a
Clean Car*

laid a bed of lettuce leaves and
itrusoint each peach with a maraschino cher.): and pour remainder of cherries anti syrup over
all and put in refrigerator.
To make the persiminon pudding you just peel persimomns
and mash them in a bowl and
set them beside the peaches to
chill in the refrigerator.
Twenty m i n t e s prior to
guests’ arrival, place a large
skillet over medium high he:at
and add 1 3 cup of stroking oil.
- ust before oil begins to smoke.

throw in enough skewers; to
saute comfortably for 10 minutes
until done. Continue until all
skewers are cooked. Meanwhile,
spread the hot rice on a ’colic
platter and place skewers atop
the rice as yuu take them from
the slcillet. When done, add salt
and course gouncl pepper to
taste. Place buns in oven to heat.
This feast will fill the minds
and bcdies of at least six
scarfers. Serve it up on a table
or floor over which you have
laid a white lasisheet or table-

Astor’s Coin
Auto Wash
732 S. First St.
804 Lincoln Ave.
...:WorGroCr

cloth which has been decorated
vsith plates, utensils, and the
jug of red eye. Intersperse the
decorum with Pyracantha berry
clusters festooned in conifer
bows freshly picked from campus. Fill the background with
the rick rock organ sounds of
your choice and light the loom
with red candles. Get all the
dishes all nicely arranged and
lean your heads into them and
just give your tired olti classroom bodies a growling good
Chrtstmas party.

Chr ist m as Message
Nick’s l’izza won’t! like to take this opportunity to uish the students and facult) of San
(:hristmas
.lose State College the most joyous
Seasons. MaN all the joy and happiness

ot the

was,. be ,,,,,,.

nick 6
VINSTIMITIMEIMMILITITITWO11

0
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"THIS GUT MAGNET of a dish will parboil
souls in a unique mystique that decries interpretation." T. D. McKinney’s Holy Kidney, accompanied by his lovely Peach On Earth, is
. . . real edible icon." Mc what he terms a

Kinney spends much of his time in the kitchen
experimenting with all sorts of foods. He is seen
here holding his Christmas specialty and a jug
of wine.

GROOVIEST DOOR ON CAMPUS

1
Leatherware made
to order
Mid -earth
curios
Handcrafts bought
and sold

POPPY
54 N. Santa Cruz
Los Gatos
354-2463

FIRST PRIZE in the annual Door Decorating Contest, sponsored
by Associated Women Students, went to Clare Ellen boarding
house for women, 144 N. Fifth St. Second place went to Chi
Omega, 435 S. Sixth St., while Hoover Hall, 325 S. Eighth St.,
received third place. The doors were judged on originality, color,
design and theme. The theme this year Wd$ "Joy of Christmas,"
which drew 20 entries. Winners were announced at the tree
’
Mork Who,
lighting ceremony.

"My best shirts get
ripped to shreds
when I wear your
after shave
We keep warning you to be careful how you use
Hai Karate After Shave and Cologne. We even put
instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best shirts can still get torn to pieces. That’s
why you’ll want to wear our nearly indestructible
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket when you wear
Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime.
Just tell us your size (s,m,l) and send
one empty Hai Karate carton, with
$4 (check or money order), for each
Hai Karate Lounging Jacket to:
Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41A, Mt. Vernon,
N.Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can
be a little less careful how you use it.

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

$199.00
down
plus tax &
license
Ce.

)0/94/..11041 1

A Divine Encounter
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Little Historical Facts
About Christmas Day
--Probably the biggest Christmas present in history was a
telegram sent by General Sherman to Piesident Lincoln on Dec.
25, 1864. It read: "I beg to present to you as a Christmas present the city of Savannah."
--The reason Charles Dickens
wmte "A Christmas Carol" was
for money. He had a wife, sister-in-law and four children to
support. One night in October,
1843, while he was vsalking the
streets of London, the story took
shape in his mind. When it was
published, ju.st six days before

RPAATA14 DAILY--.11t ’

Minimum
Monthly
Payments

1969 Volkswagen
Snd for your

over 5’7"

BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN

clothes of individuality
for tall and
longer waisted girls

formerly Spartan Volkswagen

42 e. san antonio
293-7616

practically rip-preof

Ho,

Karal

lounyinsi Jacket.

1560 North First Street
San Jose

286-8800

111,tiotitta
1111.1.git

The Home of the Humble Little Bug

Allow 6 weeks for delivery Offer evp,res April 1, 1911$

If yi.it Isivera ewe is loseposwrily out of Fiel Karate, keep

*skins.
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Lady Still Living

Over 18

Yes, Santa, There Is a Virginia
NORTH CHATHAM, N. Y.
(API - As the Christmas season begins, Mrs, Virginia O’HanIon Douglas still has faith in
the meaning
the intent if not
the famous phrase she
of
helped add to the Americiut

tradition.
The phrase, from one of the
most widely reproduced news-

The Plum Truth
Al)out Iludding
A Superstition
CHICAGO I UPI) - Superstition prescribes bad luck for
anyone who eats plum pudding
before the Christmas feast, but
good luck for those who eat
plum pudding and wish on the
first mouthful of it on any of
the 12 days between Christmas
and Epihhany. Both superstition.s are of English origin, says
the Wheat Flour Institute.

paper edit,a1;ds eer tu go into
print, is: "Yes, Virginia, there is
a Santa Claus."
Mrs. Douglas is now 79 and
lives with her fiunily at this
village in upstate New York.
Her health is failing somewhat.
"I guess it’s just age, just part
of being 79," she said in a telephone interview.
The "Yes, Virginia" editorial
appeared September 21, 1897 in
the old N(.1.V York Sun.
As an 8-jear-old, Virginia 0%
Banton had written a letter to
the Son. asking’ if Santa really
existed.
"Some of my little friends say
there is no Santa Claus," the
letter said. "Please tell me the
truth."
The reply. penned by the late
Francis Pharcellus Church. vvent
in part:
"Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He exists itS certainly
as love and generosity and de-

votion exist, and you know that
they abound and give to your
iire its highest beauty and joy.
Alas, how dreary would be the
world if there were no Santa
Claus: It would be as dreary as
if there were no Virginias."
"I hope you mad the editorial
carefully," Mrs. Douglas said.
"The older I get the more Iappreciate its philosophy."
She rememlans that her father
who worked at newspaper
jobs while going through medical
school
annually would get
batches of reprints of the "Yes,
’irginia" editorial for family and
friends.
Mrs. Douglas now worries
about getting Christmas presents
for her grandchildren and greatgrandchildren. She lives with her
daughter, Mrs. Temple, in North

Mrs. Douglas lived in New
York City for most of her life.
A graduate of Columbia University, the silver-haired Vki(lOW was
public school teacher and principal tor 43 years in Brooklyn

etiainam.
"my great-grancLcon is very
excited about christmas," she
said. He’s four and says he
wants a piano.

Blood Donors
EARN $40 per mo., $10 per
wk. $5 per plasma collection.
Whole blood donor paid $5
per collection. 40 Bassett St.,
San Jose 294-6535.

Wishing All SJS Students
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BEALL REFRIGERATING CO.
2650 Lafayette St.
Santa Clara, Calif.

H,,to by Terry Wilson

Jr-) r
.P WORLD. Jeannine Caleagno, freshman art major
living in Hoover Hall, expressed her sentiments about the Christ.
rfla$ season with this Scrooge-type character she painted on her
window. His smiling countanence can be seen radiating warmth
from the second floor on the east wing of the women’s residence
hall. For the benefit of her fellow residents in the hall Miss Caleagno made the same figure in paper mache and put it on the
door 4, 11r, roorP.

I ti re of Christmas
ti,
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with the
times and call attention to the,
things happening now and the
vvii God comes now and is art ive
in the %%cold. instead of fighting
the times." sciil the
P,.irh.011 A Frochlig. Grie, laithorat
Clunch ot Sao ,Itaw,
think

We

ShOUICI

other wiy, expressed by freshman physical education major
Dick Rose: "It can’t go on this
way much longer."
And the magical mystery of
Christmas lingers on . .

Special Discount
FACULTY
STUDENTS
ALUMNI
Just present your staff or
AS8 card

MOVIE & STILL
Cameras
Projectors

Supplies
Equipment

developing
printing
repairs

Can jok,

CAMERA SHOP
245 South First

1-10LISE

Marketing at IBM

"You help company presidents
solve their information
handling problems."
"it’s a lot of responsibility. And if you need
help, you always get it," says Earl Andrews.
’’Because your success is the company’s
success."
Earl earned his B.A. in Political Science
in 1967. Today, he’s a Marketing Representative with IBM, involved in the planning,
selling and installation of data processing

systems.
Earl joined IBM because he felt the career
paths were very clearly marked. "You don’t
have to be a technical genius to fit the job.
You get the training. Then on-the-job
experience. Before you know it, you’re out
on your own."
Works with top management
Earl works mainly with small companies
distribution houses, manufacturers,
printers, warehouses, electrical supply
houses and similar organizations."I deal
with top management," he says. ’’It gives
me a lot of satisfaction to realize that I’m
trained to know what this president or that
vice-president is trying to learn. I help him
solve his information handling problems."
Earl’s experience isn’t unusual at IBM.
There are many marketing and sales representatives who could tell you similar
experiences. And they have many kinds of
academic backgrounds: business, engineering, liberal arts, science.
They not only market data processing equipment as Earl does, but also IBM office
products and information records systems.
Many of the more technically inclined are
data processing Systems Engineers.

j

Check with your placement office
If you’re interested in marketing at IBM, ask
your placement office for more information.
Or send a resume or letter to Harley Thronson,
IBM Corp., Dept. C, 3424 Wilshire Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90005. We’d like to hear
from you even if you’re headed for graduate
school or military service.

In Sunflowor
yellow and
lavender plaid
of 100% wool.
Sl7P.S 5-15,
$25
sleeveless jacket
pleated culotte
I
bush shirt
$1 7
ye.11ovi or lavender crone;
Of 65% Fortre1/35% Ay:

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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